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'Trustee
retreat
deemed
success
By Corinn Perry
cperry@ups.edu
News Writer
The first of three annual
Board of Trustees meetings
was held on Oct. 25 and 26 in
Woodinville, Wash. at Willows
Lodge.
The Board of Trustees is approximately 30 members comprised of people from all walks
of life and professions, including many alumni. They serve
the role of being the guiding
group of the university and as
advisors to the administration
in terms of decisions and polldes. They have a fundamental financial responsibility and
support the university in its
strategic goals and directions.
In order to maintain a good
a connection
with the trustees,
there is a board meeting three
times a year, the first in October, the second in February and
the third in May right before
commencement.
"The .purpose of the annual
retreat is to set our goals and
sights for the year ahead and to
determine the boards agenda
for the year," Secretary of the
Board of Trustees and Executive Assistant to the President
Liz Collins said.
Different committees meet
at each meeting that cover
the main areas of the University. These committees are the
Academic and Student Affairs
committee, the Finance and
Facilities committee and the
Development and Alumni Re* lations committee.
This year there were four new
board members brought on to
the board — Eric Lindgern,
Professor Emeritus of Biology
Biologgyy,
Jill Nishi '91, Bill Nelson 9
and Ken Willman '82.
"Composition of the board
evolves over time. Puget Sound
has a global constituency and
our board membership reflects
that," Collins said.
Also, at each meetinl there
are one or two wor (shops.
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Ibrahim Mousa Adam and Daoud Hari, both from villages in northern Darfur, spoke at Kilworth Chapel on Saturday with the
Save Darfur Coalition. The Coalition presented a documentary video, and Hari and Adam spoke about their experiences.

Engineering problem forces pool
closure; swim team relocates
By Richard Sines
rsines@ups.edu
News 'Writer
On Oct. 24, athletic director
Amy Hackett sent a campuswide email informing the UPS
campus community of the temporary closure of Wallace Pool.
In recent weeks, structural
engineering consultants have
discovered structural damage
to the 50-year-old building.
Upon the initial discovery of
the deterioration of the building, a consultant determined
that the building would need
further review, and required
the temporary closure of the
pool until further assessment
could be carried out.
"We will hear additional reports in the next couple weeks.
Based on the recommendations
[the engineering consultants]
provide, we will know what the
next step is in terms of repair
and timeline," Hackett said.
According to Hackett, the
building has been deemed
structurally sound in the past
and has recently required little
or no repair.
"This is the first time in recent years there has been any
structural damage," she said.
Meanwhile, the swim team,

the Kayak Club and classes re- winning a championship.
As for the re-opening of
quiring the utilization of WalAshe had similar things to Wallace Pool, there may still be
lace Pool have had to find alter- say on the outlook of the play- some time before its facilities
native means for their aquatic ers and the commendable un- will be available once again.
activities. Currently_practic- derstanding of the coach.
Hackett spoke of the current
ing at the People's Commu"Everyone has been pretty timeline of the pool's closure.
nity Pool, the swim teams have positive about the situation be"We will hear additional
made adjustments accordingly. cause we feel very fortunate to reports in the next couple
"Compared to having a pool have a pool. The coach has also weeks," Hackett said. "Based
on campus, it is a little more been very understanding with on the recommendations they
difficult, but we have been sup- scheduling and understanding
SEE POOL PAGE 3
plied with vans and there are the situation we're in, she said.
always people willing to drive,"
said sophomore Jessica Ashe of
the girls' swim team.
In regards to providing the
relocated teams with their
required resources, Hackett
commented: "We have taken
steps to help facilitate time
elsewhere."
"As a department we have
tried to make sure we have
addressed any and all of their
needs," Hackett said.
This unexpected turn of
events has undoubtedly put
increased strain on the coaches
and players, but Hackett had
only positive things to say in
consideration of their attitudes.
"I think Chris Myhre [the
swim coach] has done a great
b at making the transition,"
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/KEVIN CURLETT
ackett said. "Our athletes
Wallace
Pool
was
closed
due
to
engineering
problems and
have adjusted well and have
stayed focused on their goal of aquatics were forced to find new location in which to practice.
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Faculty debate academic schedule New
as spring registration approaches ASUPS
By Richard Sines

rsines@ups.edu
News Writer
With the arrival of registration for spring classes, students
have a number of decisions to
make regarding the content of
their classes and scheduling.
Among these choices is the selection of classes lasting either
50 or 80 minutes, a debate that
has drawn the attention of the
faculty and administration.
On Tuesday, Oct. 30, members of the UPS Faculty Senate gathered to discuss several
issues, including the matter
of class lengths. Conversation
around class lengths began
with a background of the debate, and addressed the apparent "tension" between the administration and faculty. This
tension developed due in part
to the limited flexibility for
scheduling classes within different time slots.
Throughout the discussion,
many faculty members contributed their outlook on the
situation.
"[We need to] make available a wide range of choices
so faculty can create the most
productive schedules for their
pedagogies and styles. The key
is that there needs to be greater
flexibility and more choices in
the schedule than the current
version offers," said Professor
Priti Joshi of the English department.
Faculty shared the desire for
a schedule with increased flexibility, an idea which raised
numerous questions; fears
were expressed that later and
expanded class times would
interfere with athletics, music,
theater and other programs.
"That should not mean that
the afternoon hours are entirely
sacrificed... If I offer a class in

the early afternoon - especially significantly disruptive effect
one that is not a requirement on music ensemble rehearsal
for graduation and not the only schedules. It also will affect
session of such a class - that Education and theatre producfills with enough students who tions."
The faculty discussed at
wish to take it, then the existence of certain students out length the difficulty of schedulthere who might not be able ing an hour that couldpossibly
to take it
avoid interference with
because of
their activiany activi"[We need to] make available a ties. There
ties - and
might not wide range of choices so faculty can seemed to be
even care to create the most productive sched- agreement
- should not ules for their pedagogies and styles. that such an
be a restrict- The key is that there needs to be hour may be
ing factor," greater flexibility and more choices an impossiin the schedule than the current bili .
Joshi said.
version
offers."
and conMusic
tinued on
Professor
-Priti Joshi the sub)ect,
Keith Ward
English
Professor saying, No
also spoke
one spoke up
to the effrom Athfectiveness
of the current principles which letics, but I would guess the
the administration attempts common hour proposed as a
to adhere to while scheduling principle for designing a class
class times. Specifically, Ward grid also would be problematic.
questioned the usefulness of a Finally, while I like the notion
common hour," currently set of a common hour, I wonder
whether it is an idea that has
at 4 to 5 p.m.
Based on the discussion, seen its time. A 'common hour'
suggests that
this comthere is a
mon hour,
"Teaching is our primary objec- common exdesigned
for faculty tive, notgoing to meetings. I would perience or
meetings give preference to expanding teach- purpose. I
and depart- ing hours rather than curtailing dont think
mental or- them to create a protected hour," he this reflects
ganization, said." our actual
complexity."
seems to be
-William Breitenbach Pro f e s under-utiHistory Professor sor William
lized.
Breitenbach
Ward said
of the Hishe "questioned the value of a common tory department also conveyed
his misgivings on the purpose
hour," and for three reasons.
"First, if this is an hour that of the common hour.
"Teaching is our primary obis set aside for meetings, then
which meetings? Governance? jective, not going to meetings,"
Departmental? Ad hoc? In- Breitenbach said. "I would give
terdisciplinary programs? My preference to expanding teachquestion, then, is, who do we mg hours rather than curtailprivilege? Second, inserting ing them to create a protected
a common hour will have a hour."

Aside from the effectiveness
of a common hour, the faculty
also discussed the possible development of 7 to 9 p.m. classes
during the meeting.
Breitenbach expressed his
take on the idea, identifying
preliminary considerations
that must be examined prior to
implementing night classes.
"Would students be willing
to take them, and is there more
of a potential for cutting classes?" Breitenbach asked. "The
only way to find out is to try
offering those classes."
Ultimately, the potentiality
of nighttime classes depends
on student interest.
Class scheduling and the
balance of 50 and 80-minute
classes were discussed at length
during the faculty meeting with
several points made regarding
each class length.
During the meeting, it was
stated that higher pedagolical.
values may be found in the longer class lengths, during which
students have sufficient time
to both contribute and individually develop their ideas as
a class.
Senior Jon Reisbeck agreed
with this statement, saying,
"Sustained concentration is
better than cursory examinations on multiple subjects."
With the current scheduling design, multiple 80-minute
classes overlap and often coincide on the regular Tuesday and
Thursday routine. Breitenbach,
inspired by his daughter's class
schedule, has developed a model that would allow students to
register for multiple 80-minute
classes without the possibility
of overlapping. This proposal
featured a set of 80-minute
classes scheduled on Mondays
and Thursdays, with another
set scheduled on Tuesdays and
Fridays.
SEE SCHEDULE PAGE 3

Senators •
elected

By Darin Leedy
dleedy@ups.edu
News Writer
Seven new senators were
elected two weeks ago in the
ASUPS fall elections: Ross
Heyman and Summer Nazer as
Senators-at-Large, Alex Lewis
as Freshman -Senator, Sam
Stookesberry as Greek Senator, James Luu as Residence
Hall Senator, Eleanor Ross as
Residence House Senator, and
Reilly Boland as Off-Campus
Senator.
Senator at Large Nazer hopes
to help improve living conditions in residence halls, and
would like to build a better the
reputation for ASUPS in terms
of efficiency and accountability.
"As senators we are representatives of the student body and
I hope to improve upon that
relationship and make sure that
all students truly feel represented in the senate," she said.
Senator-at-Large Heyman
said, "The main points I want
to convey to other students are S
that I care about the University
and believe in the opportunities it offers all its students. I
already represent the school in
various other capacities. Ultimately, I want to be as involved
as possible with the decision
making process impacting us S
all as students here.'
Freshman Senator Lewis
hopes to help students with
their problems, empowering
them to "mold their own colle4e experiences."
I encourage anybody who
has a concern or issue that lies
within ASUPS jurisdiction
SEE ASUPS PAGE 3
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At the Darfur Torch Rally in downtown Tacoma, freshman Jessica Orr signed a banner urging
China to help build peace to Darfur. Approximately 30 UPS students attended the rally.
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'Cook's initiative makes
Hawaiian menu additions
In SUB Full Fare possible
By Kapiolani Street

kstreet@ups.edu
Assistant News Editor
The new Hawaiian Style
Menu offered by Dining and
Conference Services was introduced to students and others who dine at the cafeteria on
Nov. 3, to rave reviews.
The food, which included a
Loco Moco on Nov. 3 from
8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Chicken Katsu on Nov. 4 from 4:45
p.m. to 8 p.m.
"I think the [Dining and
Conference Services] did an
incredible job with what they
4, had to work with," Vice President of Hui 0 Hawaii and junior Matt Kwock said.
Senior Shaun Kiriu agreed
with_ Kwock. "The [chicken
katsu. gave L & L [Hawaiian
BBQ a run for its money."
Harry Galdeira, a Dining
and Conference Services cook,
who was responsible for the
menu was "pretty optimistic"
about the menus success "since
bringing a taste Hawaii is usually well accepted on the west
coast."
It has been well-known that
some people who reside on the
i
Hawaian
Style Menu

•

Chicken Katsu with Sauce
Breaded Boneless Chicken
Thighs with Ketchup and
Tobasco
Loco Moco
2 Scoops of Rice, 1 Salisbury Steak, 2 Eggs with
Brown Gravy and 1 Scoop
of Macaroni Salad

West coast are either from the
Galdeira was hoping to pull
islands, or have spent a sig- away from "the boring, monificant amount of time there," notonous, and same-old-sameGaldeira said.
old," with the addition of his
After 11 years of living, menu to the Full Fare station.
working and going to school "I'm sure all of the students
in Baltimore, Md. from 1990 will appreciate new things to
to 2006, Galdeira was a U.S. munch on and it helps trudgMerchant Marine and worked ing through the learning profor American Hawaii cruises. cess as well," Galdeira said,
Galdeira, a native of Waimana- "One thing is for sure, if you're
lo on the island of Oahu moved from the islands, the new menu
to Tacoma in 2004. should ease home-sickness, not
"Last year, after being em- to mention, I feel it contribployed at UPS for a couple of utes to culture and diversity at
weeks, I found out there was a UPS."
Hawaii club, on campus," GalKwock agreed with Galdeira.
deira said. Instinctively, I knew
"I think the addition of the
that I needed to get involved." Hawaiian Style menu just adds
Galdeira attended a Hui 0 even more variety to the seHawaii meeting in September, lection, and also raises awarethen he approached his su- ness on some of the different
pervisor, Dining and Cateringtypes of Hawaiian Style foods,"
Services Production Supervi- Kwock said. "I think the [Dinsor Victor Nieves, and asked ing and Conference Services]
him if it would be possible to should be commended for takdo something different at the ing chances on serving new
Full Fare counter. Nieves re- foods, and exposing the camferred Galdeira to Keith As- pus to different recipes."
four of Purchasing, to see if the
At this time, Hawaiian breakmenu items were available.
fast will be served the first Sat"Next, all I had to do was urday morning of every month;
create a menu, provide a list dinner will be served every
of ingredients, and just make Sunday evening, "all while supcertain Lauren Kimura, De- plies last." Galdeira said.
partment of Catering Services
Next semester, Hawaiian
Student Manager submitted breakfast will be served every
the menu items to the Dining other Saturday morning.
and Conference Services office
"These menus will be availfor ppricing," Galdeira said.
able during the regular acae menu items that Gal- demic school sessions," Galdeira submitted to the Din- deira said.
ing and Conference Services
Next up on the menu is Terireflected the foods most com- yaki Beef, on Nov. 11 from 4:45
monly found and consumed in p.m. to 8 p.m.
the islands of Hawaii.
Galdeira encourages students
"Most of the menu items I to provide their feedback or
had in mind, were items that suggestions to him about the
are popular at Hawaii drive- menu through his email adins, lunch-wagons, and local dress, hgaldeira@ups.edu .
diners, that are easy to make,
•Kapiolani Street is yum, that
like Teriyald, Adobo, Saimin,
Chicken Katsu was amazing!
Loco Moco and Hamburger
Steak," Galdeira said.

ASUPS
to let me know about it," he
said.
Greek
Senator
Sam
Stookesberry spoke of the
need for fiscal responsibility.
"I want to make sure that
your money is spent wisely,
efficiently, and will be used
to better the entire school,"
Stookesberry said.

3
TRUSTEES
The workshop for the October
meeting was focused on the
initial phases of a capital campaign.
Our trustees are our greatest ambassadors to the college,
so going into a campaign, it's
especially helpful to have done
the kind of workshop that we
did," Collins said.
Because Universities need to
raise funds to sustain their operations, the campaign is necessary. 80% of the operating
budget comes from tuition and
earnings from endowment and
gifts provide the other 20%.
"The campaign will focus on
raising additional money for financial aid and a facilities project," Academic Vice President
Kris Bartanen said. "The project will be the next major academic building - a new center
for health and sciences."
Another occurrence of the
meeting was that the board
of trustees approved policy
changes on the sexual misconduct portions of the campus
harassment policy. The changes added clarity to the policy.
A group of faculty, staff and
students have been working
along with Dean of Students
Mike Segawa for the past 2 to

POOL
provide we will know what the
next step is in terms of repair
and a timeline."
The registrar is allowing registration for swim classes in the
spring but with warning.
Me are hesitant to cancel
the class at this point," Hackett
said.
Until further review of the

CONT. FROM PAGE I

3 years to make these changes
and clarifications a reality. The
changes included providing
clear definitions of sexual assault and misconduct as well as
incorporating a sexual misconduct board which will include a
faculty member, a staff member
and a student.
Policy changes in the board
bylaws (to include electronic
mail and gender neutral language), revisions and discussion
about real estate investment,
reports on the annual fund,
gifts to the university, efforts to
work with and have a stronger
relationship with alumni were
also important aspects of the
board retreat.
"I think that the most important thing for students to know
is that our board of trustees is
very interested and engaged in
what goes on on-campus. They
very much enjoy meeting with
students and are very helpful
to students, faculty and staff.
Many are alumni and parents
of current students," Bartanen
said. "We're very lucky to
have a good board that makes
a positive difference for our
campus."
Corrin Perry loves going on
retreats.
CONT. FROM PAGE I

structural damage, Wallace
Pool will be closed indefinitely.
Once the extent of the damage
has been ascertained, the I. WS
community will be informed as
to how long it will be until the
pool is re-opened.
Richard Sines is now practicing
snorkeling in his bath tub.

CONT. FROM PAGE 2

"I'm looking forward to implementing new services that
will benefit every student,"
Stookesberry said. "I'm also
hoping to make ASUPS even
more accessible and receptive
to the needs of the student
body as a whole."
The newly elected senators
will hold office until the fall

elections next year.
The ASUPS Senate is made
up of twelve student representatives. The remaining senators, the vice president, and
the president are elected during spring elections.
Darin Leedy likes voting so much
she voted for a fake Senator too.

•
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The newly elected ASUPS Senators for the 2007-2008 academic year gathered together.
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Wallace Pool is closed due to an engineering problem.

SCHEDULE
"The main practical benefits
are to create additional 80-minute classes without overlapping
them and more days between
classes. It would also allow for
the opportunity to take multiple 80-minute classes, which
is not poible with the current
MW, WF, MF configuration,"
he said.
Breitenbach's proposal was
discussed at the faculty meeting
and may soon be reviewed by
the administration at length.
The many intricacies of class
scheduling have undergone
steady fluctuation in recent
years. The faculty's goals of increased flexibility may continue
to alter the scheduling design
at UPS.
Joshi captured the tenor of
the meeting, saying, "All of us
continually make choices in
life."
"While I recognize that
`choices' are only choices if they
offer reasonable options, I do

CONT. FROM PAGE 2

not believe that, in this case,
the way to ensure choices and
a goody
for students
is served by a restrictive and
seemingly inflexible schedule that blocks off many possibilities. This serves neither
student nor faculty interests,"
Joshi said.
The desires of the administration and faculty will continue to be a point of debate in
the years to come. The Faculty
Senate's decisions will help determine whether the academic
schedule will change in coming years. Meanwhile, students
must do their part and contribute their suggestions and interests to the discussion.
"Faculty would be interested
to hear from students about
their problems with and preferences for class scheduling,"
Breitenbach said.
Richard Sines is hoping for a
common "campus nap hour."
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Olson remembered as father of Passages
A reflection on the legacy of an alumnus, Trustee & leader
By Darin Leedy

dleedy@ups.edu
News Writer

SOURCE: NWSOURCE.COM

UPS alum Marc Olson graduated in 1987 with a degree in
physics. He passed away in
Sept.

Passages, the outdoor adventure portion of UPS orientation, was an innovative program
at the time it was adopted and
remains unique to this day.
The outdoor portion of orientation was founded in 1985
by two students, Marc Olson
and Scott Andrews (class of
1987), who served as the first
student coordinators. The trip
leader at that time, who led an
optional preorientation backpacking trip in the summer
of 1984, had found that participating in an outdoor program together created a bond
between students and helped
them make a better transition
into the college community.
He teamed up with Olson and
Andrews as well as several faculty members that fall to begin
discussing a new orientation
program that would include an
outdoors experience.
Olson graduated with a degree in _physics. He was an activ UPS alumnus, serving as a
member of the Board of Trustees and helping to advise projects such as the Harned Hall
science center. He also worked

at Microsoft as the team leader
for thet development of Microsoft Excel. Olson passed away
on Sept. 21.
Beginning in the fall of 1984,
campus staff and faculty also
began discussing an academic
orientation program to introduce new students to college
level reading, writing and cornposition. This program, later
titled Prelude, was aimed at
preparing new students for a
new and more challenging academic style.
After discussing the idea
for Passages with the campus community, Andrews and
Olson proposed their plan
to President Phibbs. He was
more than ready to accept the
program, since at this time
UPS was making the transition from a regional college
serving about 5,0 00 students to
a private liberal arts university
serving about half that number.
Concerned that new students
would have a difficult time adjusting to the more rigorous
academics, the president supported the orientation program
that is now known as -Prelude,
Passages, and Perspectives.
According to former Campus
Chaplain Jim Davis, this blend
of academic and outdoor orientation programs was unique.
"There was no other college in
the nation that was doing that
combination," he said.
"It wasn't common at all,"
said Justin Canny, Assistant
Director of Student Activities
for Outdoor Programs. "We
were one of the first to have an
outdoor component to our orientation program."
Passages remains unique to
UPS; very few colleges have
an outdoor program as a part
of the regular orientation for
all students. Colleges such as
Lewis & Clark, Princeton, and
Whitman, offer preorientation
trips, but these trips cost extra
and fewer students participate.
At UPS, it is assumed new students willparticipate in Passages. It does not cost extra;
accordingly 90 percent of students participate.

•
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP*

During Passages, the Class of 2011 bonded through numerous outdoor activities that allowed
students to meet other students who shared their common interests. Passages allowed students to choose a core activity from a myriad of activities, including day hiking, backpacking,
rock climbing, arts and crafts, photography, kayaking and the creation of musical instruments.

Since the beginning of the
program, Passages has been
held at Camp Parsons, which
is one of the two camps large
enough to house such a large
number of students, even with
the entering class split into two
groups.
Sophomore Sarah Apple,
who was a Passages leader this
year, believes that the program
strengthens the UPS community and student leadership by
connecting students from all
years, along with staff and faculty members.
"It's a special bond that you
create out there in the wilderness," she said. "You get to
know more people outside of
school, surrounded by nature,
which we all love."
Another Passages leader,
sophomore Meagan VanHorn,
also said she enjoyed meeting
freshmen and getting to know
diverse members of the campus
community, especially in the
context of a nature trip.
"I loved feeling like I was

giving these students their first
taste of UPS," she said. "I also
liked being with so many of the
upperclassmen who passionately love the outdoors."
Chaplain Davis feels that
Passages is a reflection of the
initiative and commitment of
students at UPS.
"The genius of Passages all
along has been the student involvement and leadership," he
said. "This program would not
have happened without the
strong, enthusiastic involvement of students."
According to Olson's obituary, he "lived his life to the
fullest with energy and commitment, admired by all who
knew him. He was a devoted
and loving husband, father and
friend who had many passions
in life including learning, reading, cooking, flying, photography, hiking, boating, skiing and
anything that immersed him
in the great outdoors. With
his wife and kids, [Olson]
loved nothing more than host-

ing friends and family at their.
`little bit of paradise' on Stuart
Island, enjoying fine food and
wine, fellowship and spectacular sunsets. [Orson]
be remembered by his many friends
for his brilliant mind, generous
spirit and insatiable appetite •
for life."
Chaplain Davis was a friend
of Olson's.
"Marc was a detail person;
said Chaplain Davis. "He also
had very high expectations
of excellence in whatever he
did and what others did with
him."
Along with co-founding the
program, Marc was mainly responsible for putting together
training for Passages leaders.
His passion for nature and his „_
dedication to the university"'
helped built a lasting legacy
that remains a testament to the
importance of student initiative at UPS.

•

Darin Leedy think Passages was
the best time of her life and wishes
she could go back. •

•
•
•
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP

During student's free time, they were able to swim in the Puget Sound. Students were required to take swim tests in order to prove their swimming abilities,
or simply lay out in the sun. Students were also given the opportunity to explore the great outdoors at Camp Parsons through mini activities on the last day of
Passages. Students were able to take day trips to see a local waterfall or remain at Camp Parsons for intermural activities and an Olympics competition. Students
were also give the opportunity to witness the beauty of a Northwest sunrise through an early-morning trip to a site near Camp Parsons.

•
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"HEY YOU," 310 kid...

"HEY YOU," long lost
quarter brother!

"HEY YOU," the All Boys
Club's second episode:
"The Grande Tour" is now
online...go to www.youtube.
com/allboysclub
"HEY YOU," all birds, we
moved the aviary south for
the winter. Report when
possible.
"HEY YOU," I did it!

Wanna write a Hey You?
Send your call outs to:
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Rules:
'No names or identifying
*descriptions (jersey
numbers, initials, etc.)
'Must be submitted
weekend prior to
publication.
'Please refrain from
profanity and slurs.

*

"HEY YOU," Do you
like hip hop? Are you
interested in social justice
and equality? Then you
need to come check
oat illigher Grounds of
Struggle' and 'Young
Nation Singerz', two
local Native groups who
are fightin for the cause.
Monday, November 12,
8pm, Club Rendezvous.
Keep it moving and stay up!
"HEY YOU," Transformers
kick ass! Wanna become
one? Stay tuned for more
details...

•
"HEY YOU," guy who
plays piano, in the dark, in
Trimble Hall; we love you.
"HEY YOU," Mckennical
pencil. Don't you know
we just CLICK? Don't
ERASE the feelings we
share. -Love, Library Boy
"HEY YOU," Logger
Buddies! Hello from
London! I miss and love
you all, and my Jafar
fingers will be back next
semester!
"HEY YOU," hippie-hater.
Want some pie? I can't
finish mine.
"HEY YOU," thanks for
lending me your hobo
jacket and walking me
home!

"HEY YOU," return those
cushions to Harrington
lounge! I don't want to pay
for them!

"HEY YOU," person who
leaves flowers on my car,
don't you think its time
to come forward?

"HEY YOU," who voted
thumbs down on the rail,
thank those responsible for
selling counterfeit tickets!

"HEY YOU," assholes, do
you know how much work
goes into putting on the
rail? next time show some
god damn appreciation.

"HEY YOU," girl that sat
next to me at Inishmaan
Friday night, learn some
theatre etiquette ya fecking
eej!
"HEY YOU," thanks for the
octopus. He'll tide me over
(bad pun) for only 35 more
days!
"HEY YOU," San Diego!
"Ryan started the fire!"
"HEY YOU," acne builds
character!
"HEY YOU," I'm soliciting
salacious cat names
for when I'm a crazy,
agoraphobic, cat lady! So
far I have `Fur Burger,'Mr.
Hindu,' Shnuber Duber,'
and 'Hoo-ha.' Please help!
"HEY YOU," out there! I'm
not a complete troll! Love
me!
"HEY YOU," Why do you
have bronchitis? Maybe
because you smoke dumbass! Keep your phlegm to
yourself!
"HEY YOU," Concert
scheduler! Can you get Of
Montreal to come?
"HEY YOU," dearest
discoball which lights
up my life, goodbye for
now. See you after fire
inspections!
"HEY YOU," page. Ha,
you're smiling.
"HEY YOU," I want to
f*** your cat.

"HEY YOU," I think I love
you. Then what am I so
afraid of?
"HEY YOU," people who
stand outside my window...I
know your secrets.
"HEY YOU," Thanks for
those who came to the
Psi Chi grief colloquium,
"Coping with Death
and Dying," hope it was
beneficial for you.

"HEY YOU," I want my cat
back, alive and with interest
(a.k.a. kittens).
"HEY YOU," Professor,
please do not hold on to
our papers until the end of
class...we just want to see
our scores! I promise, I
won't be too distracted by
it!
"HEY YOU," go hit the
gym, fat and chubby is not
hot. So get off your lazy ass
and do something about it.
No use getting depressed
over yourself. Looking at
the mirror all day won't
change a thing. So do
yourself and society a favor
and go work out and make
yourself feel better.
"HEY YOU," it's called a
van, get in!

"HEY YOU," sarcastic
moose ears at the cellar... i
think you're really cute.
"HEY YOU," theatre
history class. Orgy?
"HEY YOU," I'm f***ing
Batman!
"HEY YOU," cigarettes. I
will miss you, but it's time
for this relationship to end.

"HEY YOU," the pen is
mightier!
"HEY YOU," the KUPS
dance party was the most
hyphy this campus has ever
been.
"HEY YOU," Mexico is
not a state, it is a country
involving states.
"HEY YOU," Dog Bounty
Hunter, why did you have
to go and say a thing like
that?
"HEY YOU," there's more
to life than painting.
"HEY YOU," seriously stop
peeing on the toilet seat.
"HEY YOU," animals are
not people, so stop listening
to what your pets say.
"HEY YOU," 701, I
appreciate you.
"HEY YOU," RDG group,
keep on shakin'— we're
gonna tear down the stage!
"HEY YOU," it's a deep
burn...a deep burn!
"HEY YOU," hello, um.

Lighthouse Laundry
5738 N. 26th St. #2

Westgate South • Tacoma

a

(corner of 26th & Pearl)

Matthew

OPEN
6AM-11PM
EVERYDAY

BIGGER IS BETTER!
Visit us at www.lighthouselaundry.com

f..ov e,CA4u111

"HEY YOU," UT. Your
show last week rocked!
"HEY YOU," I lost the
game.
"HEY YOU," come see the
New Orleans Monologues
this weekend and next in
the Norton Clapp Theatre.
Get your tickets at the Info
Center before they sell out!

Annual check-ups, birth control,
emergency contraception, early abortion,
HPV vaccine, testing for pregnancy and STIs,
education and treatment.

"HEY YOU," *winkwink*.

to Planned Parenthood'

"HEY YOU," nice dance
off.
"HEY YOU," you can call
on me any time.

of Western Washington

www.ppww.org 1.800.23o.PLAN
VISA
Ask if you qualify for FREE Services.
We'll bill most major insurance companies.
Planned Parenthood' is a 5o1(c)(3) not-for•ddit organization.
02007 Planned Parenthood' of Western Washington.
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"Inishmaan" deserves more analysis Free the
Performance on campus seen as controversial

being
"manipulative","cute,"
and not reflective of a real Ireland, but more of myths. Even
the New York Times, when the
play came to the states, claimed
The recent performances on
Inishmaan" "plays (and reads)
campus of like something that hasn't
"The Crip- yet been thought completely
ple of Inish- through. It is full of supposmaan" were edly comic scenes that have the
excellent, manner of specialty acts, beand kudos ing just more local color." That
to all in- seems to be a major problem; a
volved; but story built upon caricature and
the choice of archetype was preformed here
"Inishmaan" in a realistic style that does not
as the campus play is question- do justice to playwright Marable, as it has in some ways been tin McDonagh's unreal version
deemed controversial. If, as a of Ireland; instead making the
community dedicated to edu- underlying stereotypes of the
cation, we are to put on a play poor Irish, oppressed, lacking
like "Inishmaan," we should be agency, and perhaps a little
aware of issues of representa- less than compassionate, come
tion and address them if nec- straight up to the service.
essary, especially when dealing
The original performance of
with the representation of im- "The Cripple of Inishmaan"
ages of poverty- something that was a possible recipient of a
our campus does not currently Raspberry Ripple Award for
have an overabundance of.
1997's worst theater portrayal
The original 1997 London of a disabled person. Now,
performance, though it had a Cripple Billy as a character
great many positive reviews, could be perceived as a positive
also received some criticism for
By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions "Writer

image of a disabled individual
who did their best to achieve
beyond theirpresumed ability,
but this is debatable ground
and the debate never occurred.
Yet, there have been objections to the play by members
of the campus community. A
student diversity coordinator on campus argued that the
play gave inaccurate portrayals
of individuals living in poverty
in Ireland, including being isolated from mainstream society
and living by violence as a way
of life. She argued that it made
light of sexual molestationthe humor being linked to the
characters' poverty and lack of
education. She argued that it
also made alcoholism and tuberculosis (a disease associated
with poverty) humorous and
that these portrayals were irresponsible.
This is one very legitimate
way of reading the play. Of
course, another is that the tragedy of the characters is more
universal and McDonagh is using the characters' misfortune
to explore more post-modern

sentiment. Yet, this arena for
debate on the subject somehow
got lost, and the play was only
presented as darkly funny, not
controversial.
I am not suggesting that the
play should not have been performed because it was a well
done and intriguing play but
simply that a learning opportunity was wasted to explore the
complexity of the play and the
use of images. The problem was
not as much that some people
were offended, but rather it was
that others seemed (and have
remained) unaware of why one
might be. The presentation of
poverty at a university as privileged as ours is something we
should do carefully. After the
outcry over the 'Thug Life"
party in September, we should
see examples for critical thinking when they come at us and
use them to think critically
about the use of images and the
messages they send.
Seth B. Doherty thinks critically
about everything he encounters in
everyday life.

Halloween night proves unfulfilling as
it ages with booze and debauchery
By Isabelle Eyre
ieyre@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
the
By
time someone reads
this in print,
Halloween
will be a distant memory, and we
will all be
looking forward to Thanksgiving break and seeing Christmas decorations in all of the
department stores. Nevertheless, something about Halloween has been bugging me for
a while, and I couldnt put my
finger on it until this particular
Halloween rolled around. My
brother called me in the evening and told me about how he
went out to our old neighborhood. I went with my brother
everyyear, and suddenly, I
wanted to be back in Seattle
walking around with him.
To me, Halloween is purely
a child's holiday. It's a holiday
that has no religious meaning,
no familial obligations at all.
That's the unique quality that
Halloween has, and it sets it
apart. It's an evening where
it s okay to knock on strangers'
doors and demand candy fiom
them. It's exciting when you're
a kid, even if it's a subconscious
excitement. I guess that's why
the teenage Halloween experience is not only a shadow of a
childhood Halloween, but in
my eyes undermines what Halloween really is.

Hey bad, what's that
woman dressed as?
That's not a costume,
son. In fact, it might
be your mother

music •

By Alex Goya
agoya@ups.edu
Opinions 'Writer

The music record- 1111
ing industry
just refuses
to let go of
the past. The
90s are over,
and so are
the easy money and control- •
ling business models that came
with it. CD sales continue to
plummet just as they have over
the past seven years with sales
down around 20% from last
year, while file-sharing continues to grow at a rate of about 45
50% a year. The Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA) which represents the
four big record labels in America (Sony, Time Warner, EMI,
and Universal) in turn has been
busy. It's been suing everyone ei
in sight in its war on piracy,
including a deceased elderly
woman that was found to have
no access to a computer during
her lifetime. Music companies
have even gone so far as to install malicious software cornpromising the security of your
computer (google 'Sony' and
`rootkit'). Rather then adapt to
the changing market, the RIAA
has chosen to attack itszx
own core customers. The
only seems to care about one •
thing: corporate profits.
To describe the RIAA as a
cartel wouldn't be much of a
stretch, frankly. 90% of the music produced in the United States
comes from RIAA-controlled
labels, and it's always been a •
somewhat (read: a complete)
bully in the market. In 2000
and again in 2003 the RIAA
was found guilty of price fixing by the Federal Trade Commission and the Department
of Justice, respectively, mostly

•

SEE MUSIC PAGE
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Grab a date and join us at
THE BEST SEAT IN TOWN
Visit us Tuesday and get 1 ticket
FREE when you purchase another to
the same movie at the new
Century Olympia 14 Theatre at
Westfield Capital Shopping Center!

CENTURY* OLYMPIA

3

Located at Westfield Capital,
625 Black Lake Blvd. SW • Ol ympia, WA 98502
1-800-FANDANGO + Exp Code 993#
Visit www.cinemark.com for showtimes

ELLIOT TROTTER

If free candy was the only
reason you trick-or-treated as a
kid, and you say that's why you
continue to trick-or-treat now
that you're in college, then I
think you missed out on some-

Spending
time
outdoors

thing crucial as a kid. It wasn't
just about the candy. It was the
parties at school and dressing up. It was about running
around at night and knocking
on random doors (incidentally,

Seahawks

why have parents decided that
it's unsafe now? Why don't they
just go with their kids?). It was
about friendship, too, because
SEE

HALLOWEEN PAGE 7

Daylight

savings

•

Buy one ticket, get one
FREE to the same movie! •
Valid only at CENTURY OLYMPIA
625 Black Lake Blvd. SW
Olympia, WA 98502

1E111111111111111111 1111111 1E111111 11111 1111 111111 1111 11111111111 11

No rah value. No examines. Not valid with any oche coupon or special offer S
Not valid for duplication sr resale. Host prevent coupon at Dox dim to redeem. 6
Valid Tuesdays only, free ticket most be used for the same ilate/showtime/film ast—•
otrdhased tdket.Hust show mild Stddent IA Nter expires II-15-01
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J.K. Rowling outs Dumbledore
Here is what I have gleaned,
now that I know sex exists in
the previously kid-friendly,
magical world of J.K. Rowling. Harry and Hermione
Show, have definitely had at least a
don't tell.
one-night stand, just to test the
That is a waters. That is why Ron and
basic prin- Harry sometimes bicker and
ciple of get really testy with each other
good writ- for no apparent reason. Ron
ing, right? is jealous and will always hold
Well, not if that against Harry.
you are J.K.
Crabbe and Goyle spend way
Rowling and too much time with each other
are so rich that you can afford to be just friends. They do evto abbreviate your name and erything together. It's just too
rewrite the guidelines of cre- improbable that through their
ative writing.
adolescent friendship they
Rowling "outed" Dumble- didn't experiment with each
dore during a talk at Carnegie other, if for nothing else than
Hall (like, OMG! She totally
simple curiosity.
didn't have the
Cho Chang
If I had thought about was a total slut.
right to even do
that!) when a fan it, I would have probably She plays Harry
asked her about just assumed he was too like a fiddle, just
Dumbledore's old and senile to be con- to end up going
love life (why sidered as someone who to the Yule ball
was he wonder- subscribed to terms like with Cedric
ing about that?). hetero- and homosexual. Diggory. Then
I was really Maybe asexual.
she just forgets
never curious
about both of
about Dumbthem (granted,
ledore's sex life, but that's just Cedric is dead) and you never
me. If I had thought about it, really hear about her because
I would have probably just as- she's probably just off gallisumed he was too old and se- vanting with the Ravenclaws
nile to be considered as some- and Huffiepuffs. She then ends
one who subscribed to terms up marrying a Muggle (http://
like hetero- and homosexual. biog.nola.com/living/2007`10/
Maybe asexual.
new_orleans_students_give_
But this opens the door to a rowl.html).
wonderful world of new posWho else is gay? Rosencrantz
sibilities. If Dumbledore was and Guildenstern. Batman and
hooking up with his evil friend, Robin. Abbot and Costello.
Grindelwald, what else is pos- Ren and Stimpy. Abercrombie
sible in the world of Harry and Fitch.
Potter? What else is possible
In all seriousness, it was
in our world?
completely unnecessary and

By Shaheen Shingu
sshingu@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

MUSIC
because the price of CD sales that, with almost no expenses.
were rising while the cost asso- With that 11% the artists are
ciated with them (technological expected to cover the recording
maturity, distribution, record- costs, promotion costs, tours,
ing costs etc) were falling. Back lawyers fees, managers' fees, and
in the 1990s (the olden days), a host of other expenses. Out of
we were told by the recording every dollar you spend on a CD,
industry that CD prices were the entire band might receive
high for two reasons: new tech- six cents to share. Keep in mind
nology and distribution costs. that online stores like iTunes
We were further promised that reflect the same model, only
as the digital medium matured, Apple gets a cut of the cash cow
in this example.
the cost of CDs
If the
would drop to a
Peer-to-peer
down- wants to stay
point where they
were even cheap- loading has become so relevant, its
prevalent that it should be
er than cassettes. looked at as an untapped business model
Well, jump to market rather than as the needs to change.
At the expense
the present and enemy of sales.
of the RIAA,
we're still payindependent reing pretty close
cord labels have
to what we were
back then, even though online gained much market share.
distribution is practically free Peer-to-peer downloading has
and the cost of printing a CD become so prevalent that it
isn't really much more.
should be looked at as an unWell, at least the artists are tapped market rather than as the
profiting from all this increased enemy of sales. You cannot simrevenue, right? Well no, not ply overcharge customers when
really, bands get shafted, as is the same product is available
company policy. Bands make for free. One solution would be
the vast majority of their in- to change the way they license
come from touring and mer- music. Instead of the licenses
chandise. A typical contract for agreement typically implea band grants them royalties at mented with a CD, a 'blanket
around 11% of the CD sales. style' license agreement could
While that doesn't sound so be used in which the RIAA
terrible, keep in mind that the would charge internet service
record label keeps the rest of providers a reasonable fee (say,

Pita bread
at SUB
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HALLOWEEN

you usually went in packs.
frankly a bit tiresome that J.K.
In college, a Halloween party
Rowling suddenly revealed is for all intents and purposes
Dumbledore's sexuality to the the same as any other. Instead
world. Rowling claims that of dressing up like tramps, girls
Harry Potter is really "all about go as themed tramps. If they
acceptance." And all this time decide to go "as something" at
I thought they were just enter- all. The "candy" is the same too,
taining books about some kids except maybe with some orwho learn how to do magic.
ange food coloring thrown in
It seems like Harry Potter to spice it up.
was not a series that involved
The mystique of the holisexuality or sexual acceptance. day is completely lost on our
It was and is entirely irrelevant age group—instead of going
to the nature of the books. out and getting the candy, we
Harry Potter is an entertaining all end up just eating the leftseries of childrens' books. They overs of what we gave out.
are not, however, that deep. Sure, scary movies and carving
They do not have some cosmic pumpkins is still an accessible
si cane to the world.
outlet for us, but if you wanted
This train of thought leads to, you could do that any day.
me to think that perhaps Rowl- What makes October 31st difing, through this shocking out- ferent from every other dayis
ing, is trying to consolidate her the Halloween specials on TV
legacy as a great author, which and the trick-or-treating.
is pretty petty. This claim is
This is the in-between time.
going to bother a lot of people. We are too old to enjoy HalYet, whether Dumbledore is loween from the kids' perspecreally gay or not is irrelevant to tive, and we are too young to
the point of the Harry Potter have any children of our own
series. Even if he was intended to enjoy Halloween with. In
to be gay from the very begin- order to fill in the gap, young
ning (I am fairly confident he
was not), she should have just
left this information for the
world to discover on its own.
Then, I would buy it.
I used to think that I could flip
open a children's book and be
able to escape from all the heavy
crap we have to read at school.
My world is coming crashing
down, now that Dumbledore is
Dear Editor,
gay. I now know I was foolish to think that I could ever
Our school is very focused
enjoy such a simple pleasure.
on community involvement.
So, J.K., Dumbledore is gay.
Members of the community
Big deal.
outside of UPS walk on camShaheen Shingu thinks that
pus often, people are invited
to come to UPS events, and
Where's Waldo will be outed next.
students perform service in
the larger community. HowCONT. FROM PAGE 6
ever, when this focus becomes detrimental to student
$10-$20 per person per month)
groups,
there is a problem.
and in turn customers at that
The UPS Logger Pep Band
ISP would be able to download
has been a staple' at football
all the music they want off of
and basketball games for
peer-to-peer networks. Would
years now, providing enterthe big wigs make as much
tainment for the crowd and
money? No, but the market
cheering on the team. Howsimply no longer supports that
ever, for the final home footkind of easy money. It's time to
ball game of the season, they
bite the bullet and adapt. Bands
are being replaced. The Staare signing on to independent
dium High School pep band
labels for more appropriate
will be performing instead of
our Logger Pep Band, decuts. Some are bypassing the
spite our band s desire and
middle-man and creating their
ability to play.
own labels or otherwise disFirst of all, there were a
tributing the music themselves
total of only four home footover the internet. English band
ball games this year, which
Radiohead has adopted a utois fewer than usual. One of
pian pay-what-you-think-it'sthese fell on the first Saturworth-including-free downday after school started, makload scheme on their web site.
ing it impossible for the band
Despite what the RIAA seems
to coordinate and play for
to think, it can no longer conit. That left us with merely
tinue as it is when alternatives
three games at which to play.
exist. Which is fine, no one likes
Now our final game has been
it anyway (the RIAA was voted
given to Stadium, giving us
"Worst Company in America"
only two total opportunities
by The Consumerist this year).
during the football season to
It's an outdated dino that needs
fulfill our club's purpose.
to adapt or die. In ten years time
Secondly, Stadium High
the music industry will have a
School is hardly associated
with UPS. This is our school,
completely different model, one
and our pep band should
that s better for artists and muhave priority to perform over
sic listeners alike. Viva le revoa high school that just haplution.
pens to be in the area. In adAlex Goya lives. sleeps and
dition, it will be Fall Family
breathes The Beatles song RevoWeekend, a time when parlution.

Bitter UPS
blend coffee

CONT. FROM PAGE

6

people try this sort of hybrid
holiday (they dress up during
the day, go to Halloween parties at night, eat a lot of candy
AND drink a lot of booze). It
depresses me. Not to wax philosophic, but to me it characterizes a struggle to be in either
one of those places—either
fully grown up, or a kid again.
And there's no solution. There's
no happy medium on this one.
Halloween doesn't age well.
It's fun on the surface, but every year I look forward to it less
and less. And considering every
childhood Halloween stands
out sharply in my mind, that's
saying something. They need
to invent some special activity
that only people from our age
group can enjoy and appreciate.
Otherwise I need to steal
a few younger siblings from
someone.
Isabelle Eyre will dress as finely
aged cheese next year, Possibly parmigiano reggiano. Her best friend
plans to be a plate of pasta.

Letter to the Editor

New
Orleans
Play

ents visit the school in order
to see where their money and
children have spent the past
few months. Our assumption is that they would be
more interested in seeing a
UPS pep band, rather than
an unaffiliated group. And
of course, the parents of the
pep band members would no
doubt enjoy seeing their students play at the game.
Stadium High School has
an excellent pep band, and
having them perform here
is a great idea, as community relations are important.
Ideally they would have performed for a halftime show,
or only part of the game, as
our band had previously been
promised would be the case.
Despite attempts to make a
compromise, the Logger Pep
Band is being shunted aside,
though we are completely
capable, talented and willing
to play. Quite frankly, passing us over entirely for a high
school band and the sake of
community relations is undermining and inconsiderate
of the hard work students put
into groups such as ours.
While the Logger Pep
Band may be absent at this
final home football game, we
will be present at as many
basketball games as possible.
It is our purpose to rock on
and bring funk to the funkless in support of UPS athletics, and we hope to be allowed the opportunity to do
that in the future.
Sincerely,
Liz McGourty and Cara
Munson, Co-Presidents of
the UPS Logger pep band

d/p
----- No more
Honey
Mustard at
the SUB
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Puget Sound Outdoors (PSO) is a student-run organization dedicated to
Puget Sound students with opportunities to enjoy nature in the Pacific to
in many different ways, such as day hiking, backpacking, sea kayaking, 5
ing, skiing, rock climbing (indoor and outdoor), snowboarding and snow
There is a SO meeting most Tuesdays in the Trimble forum, and evcillyt
come to come by and see what SO is all about. Every month student 11)
ers meet with supervisor Justin Canny (class of 1 90) to plan trips. Upcoiu
for the rest of the fall semester have yet to be decided, but this SaturcLa
there will be a beginning level overnight Ape Caves trip. Trips are usuall:
not including personal equipment. Most of the needed equipment cairbq
up at the Expeditionary, all equipment rental facility run by students (I
across from Security Services, 3209 N. 15th St).
Madeleine Bingham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu

INTERE.STED?
if you're interested in becoming a leader for PSO, check
out Outdoor Leadership Experience (OLE). This is a (noncredit) two-week training course to prepare students for
PSO programs, such as leading outdoor trips. It covers
a broad range of topics including traveling in a group,
packing backpacks, choosing a campsite, first al and
search and rescue. Above all, the aim of OLE is to improve students' leadership, technical and decision-making skills, and to help them understand the relationship
between humans and nature.
'Gallic Johnson • Features Writer • cmjohnson@ups.edu

PAST TRIPS INCLUDE:
Day hike on Mt. r ainier and Mt. Si
Mountain biking at Danner Forest
ackpacking in the North Cascades
Hikes in Yellowstone Park
Pacific Coast Trip
Smith Rocks Trip
Day trip skiing and snowshoeing on Mt. Rainier

UNMARKED PHOTOS COURTESY HTTP://UPSOUTDOORS,SMUGMOG.COM/
LL
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CLIMBING WALL:
The indoor climbing wall, located in the Fieldhouse, was built in 1996 and is available to
Puget Sound students after a short orientation. Use of the climbing wall costs $20 per
year. The climbing wall has the same hours
as the Fitness Center (Monday-Thursday 7
a.m.-10 p.m., Friday 7 a.m.-8 p.m., Saturday
10 a.m.-8 p.m., and Sunday 12-8 p.m.).
Madeleine Bingham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu
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Liv g Opportunities:

* The Outhaus often collaborates with PSO to coordinate outdoor programs.
Its members also organize trips of their own, such as ski outings on weekends, backpacking trips and a Tungsten Chef camp-stove cooking contest.
Students should feel free to stop by (the red house with a crescent moon on
Theme Row) to get more information or Just to say hi.

* Schiff is UPS's outdoor-themed living dorm which works closely with PSO.
Residents of Schiff have been chosen through an application process to en• sure that everyone is interested in outdoor activities. The RAs and RHA plan
programs that cater to the group's interests, like hiking, backpacking, kayaking, surfing and rock climbing. Schiff trips are first offered to its residents,
but empty spaces are open to the entire student body.
s* This year there are several theme houses related to outdoor activities: the
Urban Outdoors Theme House and the Sustainability Theme House. Residents of these houses are responsible for organizing four outdoor or sustainability-themed programs per semester. Each has a coordinator who acts as a
leader and communicates with Residence life. If you are interested in participating next year, pick up an application at Res Life (3209 N. 15th) during
the spring semester.
Caine Johnson • Features Writer • cmjohnson@ups.edu

BELOW AND RIGHT: ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP
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Kusikia to play Rotunda this Sunday
By Nick Martens

nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Editor
My first contact with Kusikia
was being insulted by them. In
an e-mail asking me to feature
their upcoming concert, drummer Peter Ryan included this
little jab: "we've never been
covered in The Trail."
Tacit in this assertion is the
accusation that I, the Arts &
Entertainment editor, should
have known about this band
and written about them by
now In effect, Ryan was challenging me.
At once impressed and chagrined by their bravado, I set up
an interview. I wanted to see if
Kusikia had the musical chops
to justify their confidence.
First, some basics. Kusikia is
a UPS band comprising sophomore Nsayi Matingou on_gui
tars and vocals, and senior Peter
Ryan on drums. They are playing in the rotunda this Sunday,
Nov. 11 at 7p.m. They will be
accompanied by two Portland
groups, The Evolutionary Jass
Band. and Cex Fux (you cecide
how to pronounce that one).
Mind you, this information
was not easy to come by. Our
interview was a perfect storm
of amateurism. I came prepared
with no quiet space where we
could record the conversation,
and they met each of my questions with laughter and vague
ruminations.
Early on, I managed to extract some information about
the band's genesis. Matingou
and Ryan met during Passages 2006, where Ryan lead
Matingou's group. After talking music, the two began playing together in Ryan's basement.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP
Kuskia is Peter Ryan (left) and Nsayi Matingou (right). They will play in the rotunda this Sunday at 7p.m. There is no entrance fee.
When they had practiced and then the two work togeth- I thought of the Black Keys It is probably, in all honesty,
only once or twice, Ryan said, er to flesh it out.
and Kaki King," Matingou's the slickest, most interest"my friend was having a house
"We tend to indulge in how eyes lit up, saying "Yeah, Kaki ing and overall best piece of
party and wanted us to play." our music feels more than we King!"
amateur indie rock I have ever
The band agreed despite only focus on what it's sounding
King plays a sweet, spare heard. The bouncing guitar line
knowing a couple of songs. In like," Ryan says.
kind of shoegazer-influenced coupled with crisp drums and
fact, Matingou had written a
When I ask them to describe indie rock, so at least now I Matingou's confidently whisnew song days earlier that she their music, the floodgates have a touchstone off of which pering vocals combine to make
wanted to play, but Ryan had open. The closest I get to a to base my expectations. How- a powerful and memorable
yet to learn the part.
genre description is this quote ever, those expectations, at this track that feels no less profesThey played it anyway, and from Ryan: "unconventional, point, are admittedly jumbled. sional than something from
"[Peter] was improvising the aggressive, dreamy, sometimes All of these adjectives seem to SubPop or Matador.
whole time, and that was really bluesy indie world music, with be bombarding me with little
I was frankly relieved that
impressive," Matingou said. a little bit of rock influence, but or no coherence. I have no idea Kusikia demonstrated none
They continued to play togeth- not necessarily"
what I will hear when I play of the abstract strangeness for
er throughout the year, graduFeeling stymied, I inquire the CD they gave me, simply which the band's description of
ally building up a repertoire of about Kusikia's influences. Af- titled Kusikia, but I am bracing their own music had prepared
Mantingou-penned songs.
ter a bout of giggling, I get fur- myself for some serious weird- me. Instead, I was reminded of
Their songwriting pro- ther waffling from a band that ness.
some of the quieter tracks from
cess is intentionally organic. clearly wishes to resist categoMy astonishment, then, at Built to Spill's Perfect from
Matingou will write a song to rization. However, when Ryan the first track from their alvarying degrees of completion, said, "When I first heard Nsayi bum, "Inconnu," was profound.
SEE KUSIKIA PAGE 12

•
Sigur Ros pleases fans with compilation

of unreleased tracks, acoustic favorites
By Maggy Curran

mcurran@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Regardless of the impossibleto-pronounce names, Icelandic group Sigur Ros has once
again created a pretty flawless
collection of songs in their fifth
album. This one has a strange
setup: It is composed of two
discs, one entitled Hvarf, the
other Heim. Each has only a
few songs, but is longer than
many albums — the cliscsplay
over an hour, collectively. The
longer songs, less tracks approach creates an almost-uninterrupted flow of music, a nice
respite from 14- or 15-track
albums.
Sigur Ros started in August
of 1994, with three members.
In the late '90s, they replaced
the drummer and added a keyboardist, the latter of whom
contributes most of the instrumentals. They are considered
a post-rock band, the same
genre given to_ bands like Mogwai and Godspeed You! Black
Emperor. Post-rock is a label
for -bands that don't fit into
the box of "rock music." It is
best described by the man who
coined the term, Simon Reynolds: "[Post-rock is] using rock

PHOTO COURTESY: SIGUR-ROS.CO.UK
Although it looks like a small house, Sigur Ros is actually playing the largest rock venue in Iceland.
instrumentation for non-rock
purposes." That is very much
like what Sigur Ros does. In
all ways, they have transcended genres of music, creating a
sound that is different, irritating, provoking, and beautiful
all at the same time.
Heim (translated to "home")
commences with an instrumental track called Samskeyti. This
piece is understated, gradually
growing to the brilliant, albeit
melancholy, violin for which
the band is known. It is followed by another instrumental

heavy track, named Staralfur,
which about halfway through is
accompanied by Jonsi's vocals:
A combination of clashing and
blending almost too perfectly
If you're a Sigur Ros fan,
you may find all of the songs
on this disc of the album unsettlingly familiar. This is not
because all the band's music
is suddenly sounding alike to
you (which is somewhat possible, come to think of it) but
because they are all acoustic
versions of tracks released on
previous albums over the years.

The last track of Heim, in fact,
is even from their first album,
Von, meaning "hope." Hvarf
(which, in context, could mean
either "disappear" or "haven")
is where the new music comes
in.
While listening to both of
the albums, I wondered which
one was meant to be listened
to first. Heim is more instrumentally based, more subdued
and mellow on account of the
acoustic component, whereas
Hvarf is experimental and more
raw. Not only that, but the last

track of the latter (called Hafsol, or sea sun) has an explosive
finale, reminiscent of fireworks,
which diminishes to a quiet
hum of violin, then fades out
into silence — creating a definitive feeling of conclusion.
Although I may be biased,
considering I listened to Heim
before Hvarf, it seems to naturally progress in this order. The
title of the album is the only
problem, in which Hvarf is
the former. It is possible that
they wanted a disjointed, end- •
before-beginning concept to
be reflected in this album; and,
let's face it, Sigur Ros is not
exactly a force to be reckoned
with when it comes to artistic
license.
I am assuming here, but
most Sigur Ros fans (at least
the American ones) do not
speak the language in which
the band sometimes sings (you
guessed it, Icelandic); therefore, listeners cannot rely solely
on the words to experience
emotion. Even when the lyrics
are sung in English, it is hardly
intelligible. In both cases, the
language, strange but beautiful just on its own, acts more
as another instrument. Music
accompanied by lyrics usu-

•
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"American Gangster" dominates screen
Ridley Scott's meticulous crime epic is too big to ignore
By David Tveite
dtveite@ups.edu
A&E "Writer
* Warning: this article goes extensively into the plot of the film.
Ridley Scott's new film is huge
in every way. American Gangster
clocks in at over two and al-ialf
hours, boasting a massive cast of
characters and carrying on its
narrative from two entirely different directions. It tells the true
story of Frank Lucas (Denzel
Washington), who could prob. ably have made a fine example
for any aspiring businessman if
he hadn't been a heroin dealer.
As a driver and bodyguard, he
learned his trade from notorious Harlem crime boss Bumpy
Johnson. Upon Johnson's death
in 1968, Lucas inherited his
place in the pecking order and
grew to become a massive heroin kingpin.
Sick of being dependent on
the mafia for supply, he cut
out the middleman, traveling
to Vietnam with the help of a
relative in the Army and buying his supply straight from the
source. By smuggling massive
shipments into America from
Vietnam in the coffins of dead
soldiers, he was able to sell better for less, and in no time at
all the mafia were buying from
him. He built his massive drug
empire under the noses of New
Jersey and New York narcotics
agents — it took an inordinate
amount of time for the police
to realize that the new heroin
king might be a black man from
North Carolina and not a mafia
boss.
The police forces of the time
were rife with corruption (when

a

a

"American Gangster" follows the struggle between Denzel Washington's Frank Lucas (left) and Russell Crowe's Richie Roberts (right).

Frank Lucas was finally arrested, he assisted in an investigation leading to the arrests
of three-quarters of the NYPD
narcotics forces). One of American Gangster's numerous colorful supporting characters is
Detective Trupo ( Josh Brolin,
the scariest-looking man in
Hollywood), a New York Special Forces ag,ent who virtually
oozes sleaze. Trupo has grown
fat on kickbacks; he lives in a
huge, modern house and drives
a $100,000 Shelby Cobra.
Characters like Trupo bear
sharp contrast to the man who
finally caught
caught Frank Lucas.
A far cry
the glamorous side of police work, nichie
Roberts (Russell Crowe) is an
honest New Jersey detective
who drives a banged-up Volkswagen Rabbit and lives in a
tiny, squalid apartment. His
character is defined early in
the movie when he draws the
ire of his coworkers by finding $1,000,000 dollars in drug

money and (gasp) turning it in.
American Gangster unfolds
from both sides, chronicling
Lucas' rise to the top parallel
with Roberts' attempts to track
him down. It would have been
easy to get bogged down in the
details of either story, but the
pacing of this film is almost
perfect. Denzel Washington is
characteristically charismatic
in his portrayal of a man who
is equal parts ruthless and intelligent, while Russell Crowe is
also excellent as his persistent
antagonist, and they work together to carry the story without
ever once loo c.ing each other in
the eye until well past the twohour mark, in one of the most
satisfying moments of the entire
film.
However, the real miracle of
this film is how well every individual member of this massive
cast holds down his or her role.
Josh Brolin steals every scene he
appears in — it's impossible not to
hate his dirtiest of all cops. Ris-

ing star Chiwetel Ejiofor turns
in a good performance as Frank
Lucas' brother and right-handman Huey, while rappers Common, T.I. and the RLA (whose
Wu-Tang Clan tattoo is clearly
visible in a number of scenes —
oops) all do well in their respective minor roles. Although any
film with this many characters
to keep track of will inevitably
get confusing at times, director
Scott does well to ensure that
none of his characters are lost
in the shuffle. The characters in
this movie, no matter how minor, all have personalities to do
their real-life namesakes justice.
Another distinguishing feature of this movie is the sheer
scale at which it tackles the
heroin issue. Heroin addiction
was a full-blown epidemic in
Vietnam-era New York City
and American Gangster displays
this in vivid, disturbing detail.
Roberts' own partner turns out
to be a desperate junkie who
eventually dies of an overdose.

Additionally, one of the most
powerful scenes of the entire
moviejuxtaposes the warm
scene of the Lucas family's lavish Thanksgiving dinner with
that of a woman overdosing on
heroin in a foul bathroom in the
Harlem projects.
Overall, American Gangster is
a Herculean effort that takes a
tremendous number of risks
but reaps equally massive rewards. Ridley Scott has done
an excellent job crafting a coherent, well-told story, workin_g
with a massive all-star cast. It
is one of the best movies of the
year and the best film of its kind
since Goodfellas. A warning for
the squeamish: it may not be
for the faint of heart. American
Gangster is rated R for some extreme violence, disturbing drug
content and a lot of really loud
yelling.
David Tveite is still bitter that
he lost the role of Frank Lucas to
Denzel Washington.

"Into the Wild" expresses unique vision of book
By Elyssa Dahl
edahl@ups.edu
A&E Writer

* Warning: this article goes extent. sively into the plot of the film.
"In April 1992 a young man
from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked
alone into the wilderness north
of Mt. McKinley. His name was
Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given $25,000
110 in savings to charity, abandoned
his car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in
his wallet, and invented a new
life for himself. Four months
later, his decomposed body was
found by a moose hunter..."
Sound familiar? So introduces
Jon Krakauer's bestselling nonfiction novel "Into the Wild,"
which was adapted to film by
director Sean Penn.
It tells the unusual tale of
a college graduate out to explore the world on his own
terms. These terms do not include a summer of backpacking
through Europe, but a complete
abandonment of modern society. Definitely not the typical
Kerouacian road trip.
Changing his name to Alexander Supertramp, Christopher (Emile Hirsch) travels the
country to free himself from
materialism and search for life's
truths as described by Emerson
and Tolstoy. Along the way, he
makes priceless connections
that give him the wisdom to
111 journey alone into the aban-

a
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(Right) Emile Hirsch plays the protagonist, Christopher McCandless. (Center) Kristen Stewart as Tracy. (Right) Chris hitches a ride.

doned Alaskan wilderness.
Penn beautifully depicts the
effect Christopher had on the
people he met along the way.
Chris illustrates his journey in
letters scribbled on screen over
sprawling shots of American
landscape. His sister Carine
( Jena Malone) narrates her
struggle with the loss of her
brother and her pride in his
strength. Each time Chris left a
group of loved ones, you could
feel the audience sink deeper
into their seats. Though it takes
him a while to realize it, he
eventually finds that "happiness
is only real when shared.
Perhaps the most moving el-

ement of the film is the audience's ability to see themselves
mirrored in Chris. Few may
foray into a world of untouched
nature, but everyone has the
desire to escape the droning
restrictions of daily life. The
stubbornness of Chris' youth is
endearing and his commitment
to his convictions inspiring.
Hirsch's acting, compared to
some of his peers in the film
industry, is grossly underrated.
In "Into the Wild," easily his
most revealing role, he conveys
Chris' undeniable passion and
charm. Hirsch's is not the only
name worth mentioning. Vince
Vaughn, Jena Malone and Cath-

erine Keener also make notable
appearances in the film.
Even though your eyes may
not be dry, you are guaranteed
a few laughs. Chris exhilaration for life is contagious and,
in a hilarious scene, he declares
to a particularly delicious apple,
"I'm supertramp... and you're
super apple!"
If beautiful cinematography,
captivating acting and riveting
plots are not your thing, the
soundtrack stands to make this
movie enticing. Contributed
by Pearl Jam's Eddie Vedder
and the infinitely talented Kaki
King, each song is a well-crafted accompaniment. The music

builds up the moments of hope
and desperation that characterize the Alaskan Adventure."
This is not one of those tragic
"book is far better than the
movie" situations. Each depiction honors the unforgettable
life of Christopher Johnson McCandless. By all means see this
movie whether or not you have
read Krakauer's novel. Chris is
more than a Tolstoy-quoting
idealist, but a strict adherer to
his mantra that "when you want
something in life, you dust gotta
reach out and grab it.'
Elyssa Dahl loves to go out "Into
the Wild."
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Pike Place offers abundance of cultural treats •
By Gina Tzodikov

gtzodikov@ups.edu
A&E Writer
I know that for me, living
at UPS and being this close
to Seattle makes it extremely
tempting to go explore the city
and find culinary sensations. I
have been eager to pay a visit
to Pike Place Market, located
at 1531 Western Avenue, Seattle. Pike Place Market is famous for mesmerizing visitors
with flying seafood which can
be found at their fresh and local seafood market. Pike Place
also offers other tasty food specialties as well as artistic work
displayed and available for sale
by local artists.
Walking down Union Avenue, the big red Public Market sign appears, indicating an
oasis of fabulous food and
that awaits exploration. There
are two levels to the market;
the first level is filled mostly
with food vendors including
roasted nuts, donuts, locally
made honey in various flavors,
dried fruit, fresh seafood and
chocolate. All of the appetizing
sights and smells quickly made
me hungry and eager to dine
on all ofthese treats.
The second floor is home
to vintage apparel stores, joke
shops, Egyptian clothing stores,
and- jew-er shops. One can
spen d hours browsing through
all of these stores, working up
an appetite that can be satisfied
by going upstairs and walking
by all of the cafés and eateries
found along Western Avenue.
There are also some cafés that
have wonderful views overlook-

PHOTO COURTESY: FLICKR USER S W JOHNSON

Seattle's famous Pike Place is easily identified by the iconic sign that overlooks the harbor.

ing the Puget Sound; one such I had that day was a choco- pastry at this bakery. The spice
café is called the Sound View late cream hazelnut roll and from the cardamom and cinCafé and is located behind the a cheese onion garlic roll at a namon are a perfect addition
Pike Place Fish Market. Russian bakery called Pirosh- to the sweet and flaky pastry
It is close to impossible to ky-Piroshky, located at 1908 dough; this item would be an
sample all
Pike Place. excellent accompaniment to a
of the fine
I highly rec- cup of coffee. The pastries here
It is close to impossible to
ommendtry- are quite large and the prices
tastes that sample all of the fine tastes that
ing
both, but range from $3.25 to $4.25,
Pike Place Pike Place Market features in
I did prefer which I think is reasonable
Market fea- just one day trip.
tures in just
the cheese for the size. I would encourage
one day trip,
onion garlic sharing when choosing to eat
which is why I have decided roll. The flaky pastry and the at Piroshky-Piroshky.
that multiple visits are neces- warm melted cheese with the
Another eatery I sampled was
sag and well worth it.
subtle onion and garlic flavor Pike Place Chowder, located at
During my short visit, I was were a perfect combination.
1530 Post Alley. To find this
able to sample many different
I have been to this bakery restaurant, you have to pass
food vendors in the market and before and have tried the cin- the vibrant fruit and vegetable
along the street.
namon cardamom braid, whith stands on Western Avenue and
The most memorable sweet has so far been my favorite go up an alley. I ordered salmon

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE
2611 N. Proctor St.
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chowder, which was a pleasant
variation on my classic favorite
New England clam chowder.
The broth was slightly pink
and was just the right thickness for chowder. The broth
was accompanied by potatoes
and capers and the cup of soup
was served with a small roll of
sourdough bread, another Pacific Northwest classic. I thoroughly enjoyed my soup.
Although it sounds like my
eating adventure should have
been done, I wanted to order a
drink from the first Starbucks,
located at 1912 Pike Place. I
ordered an iced pumpkin spiced
latte which was delicious and
reminded me of pumpkin pie
in liquid form. It must have
been ordering from the first
Starbucks that made this drink
better than usual. Along with
my latte, I ordered a chocolate
hazelnut sables cookie from a
French bakery called Le Pallier, located at 1902 Pike Place.
This was my snack for the bus
ride back to UPS. I love chocolate hazelnut combinations in
anything, and this cookie was
superb and had just the right
amount of sweetness along
with a perfect balance of hazel=
nuts and semisweet chocolate
morsels.
As you can see, it is extremely
feasible to have a comprehensive eating extravaganza intist
one day at Pike Place Mar et.
But think, what more could
you or I discover during a second visit?
Gina Tzodikov is now attending meetings to help her deal with
her first Starbucks addiction.
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The Brave One
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @ 4:00 pm
Rated R

•

Rocky Horror Picture Show Saturday @ 11:30 pm
253-752-9500

www.bluemousetheatre.com

KUSIKIA
Now on, which I mean only as
a compliment considering that
albums stature in the indie
canon.
While their first CD is great,
the band seems more enthusiastic about their new material,
which has yet to be compiled.
"Structure's been something
I feel that we've been getting
less close to," Mantigou said
about the new songs. She said
their performances now feature
more improvisation, as well as
increased energy
"Our songs have gotten a little more aggressive, too. That's
sort of how I've been feeling
when I play," Ryan said. This
enthusiasm, mixed with the
band's obvious talent, should
make for an exciting show.
The two bands joining
Kusikia on stale also warrant
anticipation."!he Evolutionary Jass Band hails from Portland, featuring key members
that formerly played with the
notorious experimental group
Jackie-O-Mothere'er.
Mantingou tells me that
Evolutionary Jass employs no
fewer than three drummers for
their live performances, which
is surely a sight to behold.

CONT. FROM PAGE 10

The web provides no useful
information about the band
Cex Fux, and Kusikia had not
listened to them either, so I am
still basically in the dark about
them. However, they have an
extraordinary name, which is
good enough for me.
Going into this article, I
feared that I might have to recommend Kusikia's concert only
out of a sense of allegiance to
the UPS music community
That is not the case. Even if
you have no interest in supporting your fellow students'
creative endeavors, you will
want to see this show. Kusikia's
music speaks for itself, and if
their act is anywhere close to as
good as their album, it is not to
be ignored.
so, since I accepted
Kusikia's earlier challenge, I
must admit culpability_They are
a genuinely notable UPS band,
and we should have featured
them long ago. As a measure
of penance, I surrender my last
word to a .plug for the concert
from Matingou: Its going to
be an intimate, experimental,
really fun show."
-Nick Martens often apologizes.

Al
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The covers of the new double-album: "Heim" (left) and "Hvarf" (right). Those are not real words.

ally creates some kind of reaction in two parts of the brain:
One in which you recognize
the emotional response to the
music, the other in which you
respond to the meaning of the
lyrics. With Sigur Ros, those
divisions blend, the lines blur.
It is music for when everything is going wrong in your
life and you need to feel selfindulgent or emotional...or
self-indulgently emotional.
It, for lack of a better term,
tugs at your heartstrings.
Though not in the cheesy, unfortunate way some bands do
(ahem, popular bands being
overplayed until the fear of
imminent destruction of our
generation looms).
Instead, its aim is somewhere deeper, a certain place
you forget about until a rare
occurrence causes you to feel
it — and then you remember
it all too well. This album is

one of those rarities.
Listening is painful and
somewhat freeing at the same
time. It is a strange combination of experiences, an enmeshment of processing the
new while tentatively reliving
the old. It is not a coincidence,
I don't think, that the album
itself includes both previously
released and unreleased tracks.
This album is also a blunt
truth of sorts: it says, "Look.
I know you want to feel sorry
for yourself and wallow in selfpity, and I accept that."
An inevitable defiance happens, of course: I am not wallowing — then, maybe I am,
but it is completely justified
— and then, finally, some kind
of acceptance. That is, until the
album is over. At least, at this
point in my life, this is how I
interpreted it, but I tend to
overanalyze things.
Depending on the mood you

are in when you listen to it, it
could just be background music for studying, something to
listen to that doesn't require
much concentration, or (this
may occur more frequently)
frustratingly sentimental. Although the latter is not exactly
the optimal response (even if it
would get rid of some pent-up
anger), the range of both negative and positive reactions the
album causes may just be the
beauty of it.
Even if it is shamelessly pretentious and sometimes tediously perfectionistic, Sigur
Ros and Hvarf-Heim still possess an undeniably impressive
level of skill. Each older track
is impeccably chosen in context with the others, and the
new music is perfect accompaniment.
Maggy Curran is going to name
her firstborn child "Hvarf. "
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Botched brassiere burglary Campus smells like...?
now know the great feats he
has attempted in the name of
mischief that fateful night.
Last Thursday, Porter entered
Cherry Orchard. Vagina Regester's
halls through Patty
Vault. Chastity Castle. -EsDonald's
window,
which is altrogen Erection. Abstinence
ways
open,
according
to PorAbode. Menstrual Manor.
ter.
Nobody
was
in
the
halls,
Muff Mansion. These and because Thursday night meant
many other names have been
Anatomy" was on and
tagged to UPS' all-girls dormi- "Grey's
he
had
an entire hour. Not
tory formally called Regester.
wasting
any
time, Porter set to
But to Corin Porter, Regester
work.
was a perfect place for panty
"You'd almost be offended by
pilfering. And he was right.
how
many doors go unlocked.
Almost dead right.
I
can't
complain, really. About
Porter has had a past of mi- forty-five
minutes through the
nor offenses in or related to
job,
after
I
finishing up my
Regester Dormitory, includ- rounds on was
the
top
floor, I hit a
ing his famed "Hot rooms to snag, literally. This
one thong
Hit" diagram, pinpointing the
got
me
caught
on
the
railing
locations of iris he'd deemed
"Tappable." In addition to this, somehow. It was buried deep
Porter has been responsible for in the pile I'd collected, so
several incidents involving a couldn't just take it out, time
running short! Finally it
large number of bananas and was
came
off, but I'd been pulling
condom-balloons. To Regester, so hard
that I fell down the
he is a menace. But to others,
stairs,"
Porter
recalled with a
he is a legend.
sheepish
grin.
"I really try to push my limits
Porter was found later, after
at Regester,' Porter said, who
the
girls of Regester were reis currently in a full body cast.
turning
to their rooms. "All we
"They're always 'going to be my saw was
huge colorful colspecial project,' he continued, lection ofacute
underwear, we
smilinglproadly. With Porter's
didn't
even
KNOW
Corin was
permission, the public shall

By Kristof Del Greco
Joe Boxer Reporter

under there! It took us about
20 minutes to sort out whose
underwear was whose, and after a bit we saw a hand," Lizzy
Connoly stated.
Porter was rushed to the
nearest hospital immediately.
"I never had to surgically remove so many panties and bras
from anybody ever before,"
Doctor House said.
"The man had taken such a
fall that some of the underwear
almost became a part of him.
Despite the massive medical
danger of the whole act, one
fact still remains: He gets mad
props for almost pulling off the
biggest panty raid known to
man.
Porter will be released from
the hospital in a few weeks, according to Doctor House. As
this reporter left the hospital,
one could not help but overhear a few young nurses complaining that their underwear
had been stolen from their
lockers. I whipped around to
look at Mr. Porter, who could
only wink and leave one to
wonder if he really could pull
that off while in a body cast.
Perhaps...
Kristof enjoys occasional wedgies.

•
Debate over doggie style campus
re-erected by dogs' carefree play
By Terrence Underman
Flea Bitten Reporter
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Most students agree that
life at the University of Puget
Sound is pretty good. The
weather never gets too harsh,
the coursework never fatal and
the food usually tastes alright.
But I'll be the first to admit that
the school has had its share of
problems over the ears.
There was the Norton Clapp
-phantom in the 70s and Great
Milk Spill of 1994 (over which
many cried). What has allowed the campus to carry on
through the problems is their
temporariness. However, one
problem that has been anything but temporary is the infestation of dogs.
Year after year dogs and their
owners have used our campus
to show off their carefree lifestyles to the busy, hardworking
people at UPS. Due to recent
canine activities (i.e. barking,
running, sniffing) on campus,
the age-old debate over whether this ought to be a doggie
style campus or not has been
re-erected.
We caught up with several of
their victims to see what about
the dogs on campus really
chaps their respective asses.
"Well, let's just start with

their brains," Packed Fudge
Studies major Tag Teamer said.
"This is a place of learning,
for HUMANS! Dogs are not
humans!" This is a pretty valid
point, but others had different
reasons.
Professor Myah Knutz, D.A.
of the Analytical Probe Program said, "I don't like them
because they have too much
dog-gone pride. As the weather gets colder I have to put on
more and more coats, while
they prance around in one coat
all year round like nothing's
changed. And while students

and faculty are busy working,
they just play, with balls, rubbing their fun in our faces."
Now, it's a free country (sort
of), and people are are going
to get dogs tor whatever dumb
reasons they might have, be
they for recreational, medicinal, or edible purposes. It's inevitable. However, dog-owners
need to understand that their
dog is their responsibility and
burden, not something they
should flaunt in front of their
stressed-out peers.

F I ov.iers
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Halloween: more trick
than treat for big kids
By Alex Goya
Combat Zone Candy Man
Every year, millions of trickor-treaters around the country
take pleasure from the simple
act of walking from house to
house asking for candy. However, for many people it's not
as simple as throwing on a bed
sheet and cheery demeanor.
19-year-old UPS student
Mandy Powers claims to have
been denied many times this
year in her quest for candy.
"People would say stuff like
`you're too old' or 'this isn't for
you' and then just close the
door in my face. I was shocked,"
Powers said. "I've been trickor-treating for fifteen years
now and it gets worse every
year. I remember ten years ago
getting friendly smiles and
sacks of candy every time; now
I'm lucky to get a grunt and
a 'take one from the average
house. I'm amazed that in just
my short lifetime I've watched
the issue of age discrimination
go from nonexistent to downright hostile."
She went on to say that
"Discrimination isn't supposed
to be an issue in America, but
new forms always seems to pop
up for some reason."
Powers, however, isn't alone;

there are hundreds of thousands of older trick-or-treaters
turned away at the door each
year. The Balanced Operation for October (B.O.O.) was
formed for the sole purpose of
fighting discriminatory practices in trick-or-treat related
activities.
"We find it appalling that in
this day and age such blatant
disregards for equality are practiced. It's illegal to deny a person employment based solely
on age; wAy is it acceptable
to deny them candy?" asks the
vice president of B.O.O. "The
final words of the damn Pledge
of Allegiance are 'with liberty
and justice for all.' Where the
hell is the 'for all' part when
we don't even honor it on Halloween?" B.O.O. has already
organized protests outside of
city halls across the country
and is planning a 10,000 person march from the Lincoln
Memorial to the White House
next October to protest.
But what about the children?
Isn't Halloween supposed to be
for the little tykes? These are
questions one might ask, if one
were a bigot. We live in a time
of abundance. Sugar is cheap
and so is candy, there's plenty
to go around.
Alex uses 'boo-tooth' technology.

Professors halt beatings
for Fall Parent's Weekend
By Pablo Ortiz
Infantry Leader

As agents began to arrive
at UPS earlier this week in
Terrence is a cat person. anticipation for UPS's "Parent's Weekend," the students
noticed a significant decrease
in the incompetence beatings,
the tardiness beatings and the),
"Just for Shits and Giggles
beatings dealt out by the vicious and unrelenting professors. Thumbtacks have been
removed from the doorknobs
and seats, the barbed wire has
been taken down, as well as
the guard dogs. Professors no
longer carry cricket bats, bear
mace, or taser guns. All is well,
for now
Quickly, my fellow students!
Tell your parents of the horrors that you've been subjected
to! The random fire drills you
thought you left behind in high
school, the constant humiliaAY.In 11-1U1U JtliVILLS/ LINDSAY MLAULLY
tion and questioning of your
An otherwise perfectly nice student walks her doggie towards
judgment! The dogs barking

in your head! Wait, you guys
don't have that problem? Oh...
damn...
Regardless! I urge you all to
seek the comfort of their arms
and tell them how much you
love them and miss them (I miss
you, Mommy! Tell my brother
Adam that he still sucks and
owes me twenty dollars). It will
have absolutely nothing to do
with the fact you have a mere
50 points left on your meal card
or that your religious holiday
is just around the corner. Tell
them about that riot police vest
you've always wanted. Or that
pair of Kevlar jpants that would
be perfect against the everyday
abuse from Professors.
Do this and anything else
you can! You've only got a few
idas! Savor them, for come this
onday, the beatings will resume and continue until morale
improves or Ron Thom ceases
to find them entertaining.
Pablo is on the search for a suit of
armor to protect himself.

the SUB, despite the dismay of onlookers with less free time.

Disclaimer:The Combat Zone is a work of satire and doe

of

reflect the views or, opinions of Trail, its staffor the aclministratio
Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.

fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represen the opinions of anyone.
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Volleyball makes a return trip to NCAAs
By Liz Cederberg
Lcederberg@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The weekend of Nov. 2
couldn't have brought better
results for the UPS women's
volleyball team. With a clean
sweep, the UPS women took
out opponents George Fox
and Willamette in Ore. These
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1st Team All-NWC Monica Groves

crucial victories were definite
determinants as to whether or
not the volleyball team received
a bid to participate in the 2007
NCAA Division III West Region Championships
The George Fox Bruins in
Newberg, Ore. hosted the first
game on Friday, Nov. 2. As
the Loggers accepted a defeat
in the first game, they pulled
it together to come through
with a 3-1 victory against the
Bruins. Senior Monica Groves
(Keizer, Ore.) proved to be the
star in this match-up leading
on offense with 20 kills along
with 3 service aces. The Bruins' Elizabeth Anderson (Sherwood, Ore) led the offense with
15 kills followed by Whitney
Kolb's ( Jefferson, Ore.) 14
kills. With a combined effort
of Loggers Emma Bryant (So.
St. Paul, Minn.) and Lindsey
Denman (Kenmore, Wash)
the Puget Sound added an additional 33 kills to their total.
Jamee Fred (Centennial, Colo.)
continued to support her fellow
teammates with a whopping 59
assists to help clinch the win.
With the Bruins' slip into
negative numbers in the final two games from a previ-

ous .200 average, George Fox
was not able to hold its own,
as they accepted a defeat from
the Puget Sound Loggers. This
game concluded the 16th win
this season for the ladies volleyball team.
The last game of the regular
2007 season followed the day
after the George Fox face-off in
Salem, Oregon. The UPS team
was hosted by the Willamette
Bearcats where they delivered
shame to the home team by
coming out with a win of 3-1.
The first game didn't fare too
well for the Loggers as Willamette claimed the first game
as their own, despite the close
score of 30-27. The Loggers
who weren't about to give up
without a fight, dominated the
second game with 19 kills, no
attack errors, and racked up a
hitting average of .452 to win
the game 30-14. The third game
was much more of a battle as
both teams fought hard for the
conquest. Halfway through the
game the score was tied at 21
points but the Bearcats stuck to
their guns and came out with
the win 30-24. In the fourth
game, the Logger's collected
their strength to pull through

with the win of 30-11. With
only one hitting error, UPS accounted for 18 kills.
Senior Monica Groves (Keizer, Ore.) once again led the
Loggers in kills as she amassed
an individual total of 18. Lindsey Denman (Kenmore, Wash.)
and Kalli Kamphaus (Manson,
Wash.) represented the sophomores as they delivered a total
of 29 kills during this match.
Jamee Fred (Centennial, Colo.)
was awarded 33 assists to make
her weekend total 92.
Sophomore Kelsie Telge
(Kenmore, Wash.) comments
on the success of the team this
season.
"We are all really proud of
what we have accomplished
this season. We have improved
a lot and become a really strong
team. Our goal was to get 1st
in conference, but I guess we'll
have to settle for 2nd-."
With this kind of optimism
running through the team,
there is no way that they can be
steered in the wrong direction.
With these vital wins under
their belt, the UPS Women's
Volleyball team awaited an invitation to the Regional Cham-
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It's November. Once the calendar turns over to the eleventh
month of the year, the world
of professional sports is at its
most potent period of time.
Major League Baseball just
wrapped the post season with
the B oston Red Sox winning
the World Series. The NFL is
at the midpoint of it's regular
season and, with a few exceptions, is still wide open. Hockey
season is...well, it s going, but
does anybody really care? Basketball season has just kicked
off, so that must mean it's time
to do a preview.
The Contenders
San Antonio Spurs. Is there
any question that these g
uys
are still the team to beat in the
NBA? The only thing that is
against the Spurs is the fact that
they have never won consecutive championships. Almost
every single person from their
championship roster is back,
and one of the most dynamic
cores of players: Tim Duncan,
Manu Ginobili and Tony Parker are among the most productive in the league.
Hell, the Spurs are so unselfish that one of their best players, Ginobili, comes off the
bench. San Antonio might average a mere 93 points a game,
but their stars and role players
play such fundamentally sound
defense that they can stop an
offensive attack like that of the
Phoenix Suns almost effortlessly.
Intangibles: The Spurs just
extended Tim Duncan's contract, taking a huge weight off
the shoulders of their best player. Bruce Bowen might be one
of the dirtiest players to ever
play thegame, but he is a lockdown defensive specialist who
loves to spot up and drain three
pointers in the corners.
Gregg Poppovich has been
with this team through all four
of their championships in the

past decade, and knows his
team inside and out.
Predicted record: 56 26, Second seed in the Western Conference.

PredictedRecorek 53 29,fourth
seed in Western Conference

score the ball. This season,
they seemingly have too many
good players! Bonzi Wells had
Houston Rockets.
People a breakout season playing for
might not realize it, but the Rick Adelman in Sacramento,
Rockets might have the most and is a 6'6" shooting guard
Dallas Mavericks. Had Dal- balanced team in the entire who is stronger than nearIy_evlas not ran in to the Golden league. Every position on their eryone who guards him. Wells
State Warriors last season, They team has good depth, and they comes off the bench for Housprobably would have won the even feature two superstars in ton, but is a starter on almost
championship. Dallas won a Yao Ming and Tracy McGrady every team in the NBA, so look
mind blowing 67 games, dur- that every team in the league for the Rockets bench to be
ing which they rattled off three has problems matching up with. very productive. Adelman also
separate
12
has workhorses
game
win
in his starting point guard
streaks. They
Awards and Championships
and power forhave the reigning MVP in
ward. The point
Dirk Nowitzki
guard, Rafer AlRookie of the Year Kevin Durant, Supersonics
ston, started all
and a budding
Most Improved Player Mike Dunleavy, Pacers
82 games last
star in first
time all star
season, and deSixth Man of the Year Al Harrington, Warriors
Josh Howard,
spite some off
Defensive Player of the Year Tim Duncan, Spurs
who should
the court issues
this summer
have an even
Most Valuable Player Yao Ming, Rockets
will do the same
more productive year this
this year. He is
Eastern Conference Champion: Boston Celtics
season. Jason
backed up by
former all stars
Terry is able
Western Conference Champion: Houston Rockets
Steve Francis
to move to his
and Mike James,
more natuwho Adelman
ral
position
NBA Champion: Houston Rockets in 7 G ames
has no problem
at
shooting
putting in the
guard, which
game. The Power
opens up the
Forward, Shane
point guard
spot for Devin
Battier, is a
Harris. Plain and simple, Dal- Houston even has a real head very enviable commodity that
las has too many weapons to coach now in Rick Adelman, Houston absolutely loves. Batnot be in contention. What who is a proven winner who tier is Houston's best defender,
could really hold them back is runs a system that is very favor- and is theperson who guards
their lack of interior defense able to the Rockets personnel. the likes of-LeBron James and
and inability to take advantage If you look at Houston's roster, Kobe Br1ant. He rebounds
of Nowitzki's ability to play the the only thing that will stop well, can _mock down a three
center position in an up tempo them from winning a champi- pointer and is also an above avoffense.
onship is themselves. Adelman's erage high post passer, which in
Intangibles: Coach Avery teams are known to fall apart in Adelman's system creates more
Johnson is one of the premier crunch time, but with a player even more opportunity. His
head coaches in this league. He as clutch as Tracy McGrady it's backup is another solid player
learned from Don Nelson, who hard to believe that will happen in newly addition Luis Scola,
was also the coach of the eighth again. Yao might have won the who is a 29 year old rookie to
seed warriors who beat them MVP last year had he not been the NBA and after watching
out in the first round of they hurt for a third of the season, him has a real mean streak in
playoffs last season. I wouldnt as he was putting up numbers him. Every team needs a tough
expect the Mays to succumb worthy of the coveted accolade. guy, and Scola could_possibly be
to the new hybrid smallball of- If he stays healthy this year, he the missing piece of puzzle
fense that Golden State beat has as good of a shot as any- for Houston.
Predicted Record: 63 19, 1st
them with, so as long as Dal- body in winning it.
las can keep. Eric Dampier off
Intangibles: The Rockets Seed in Western Conference.
the floor and Jerry Stackhouse were eliminated from the playPhoenix Suns. The Suns have
on it they have a shot in the offs last year because they didn't
playoffs.
have enough people who could been hampered by the same
problems year after year, and
-

-

-

S

1st Team All NWC - Rachel Gross

pionships, held at California
State at Hayward California
on Nov. 8-10. Their hard work
paid off as Sunday brought
good news of receiving an in- 16,
vite. Given a bid to the region
rankings, UPS will be sure to
demonstrate just how much of
a competition they can be.
Liz Cederberg wants another
shot at PLU in the next round.

•

NBA predictions; Houston Rockets #1?
By Vince Ghiringhelli
Vghiringhelli@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor

•

this season probably won't be
much different. Phoenix can't
guard the premier power for- •
wards and centers in the league.
Amare Stoudemire might be
one of the best offensive big
men in the NBA, but he is 24
years old and has had two knee
surgeries, including dreaded
micro fracture surgery. Stoudemire is still a good enough
athlete that he creates opportunities for himself from offensive rebounds and post moves,
but if he is matched up against
the likes of Tim Duncan or
Kevin Garnett, he struggles.
Stoudemire also has to coin- 0
pete with his headcase running
mate of Shawn Marion, who
has voiced his displeasure with
being a third wheel and even
demanded a trade this summer.
What can hopefully balance
these two out is the enormous
addition of veteran Grant Hill,
who is one of the classiest and
most unselfish people to ever
play the game. Steve Nash is
going on the last season of his
prime, and knows that this may
be the last chance he has to win
a championship. I would expect
the mean streak Nash developed last season to only become
more intense, as the former two
time MVP is well aware of the
situation he is in.
Intangibles: Leandro Barbosa, Raja Bell, and Marcus
Banks are all role players that
are coveted by many teams in
the league. Barbosa was the
sixth man of the year last season, and will more than likely
put up similar numbers this
time around. The biggest intangible the Suns have is the
desperation they are likely to
play with this year. Coach Mike
D'Antoni is a former coach
of the year, and has more star
power in their starting_ lineup
than any team in the Western
Conference. If Phoenix doesn't
win it this year, then their window of opportunity to win an
NBA championship is closed.
Predicted Record: 54 29,
Third Seed in the Western
Conference.
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Logger football Men's soccer misses out
loses to Menlo on national tournaments
Menlo ends playoff hopes

By Brian A. Ames

•

Bames@ups.edu
Sports Writer

The Loggers headed down
to Atherton, Calif with high
hopes of victory. Their much
needed bye week helped the
team recuperate from some
significant injuries and set their
sights on winning the remaining two games of the season.
However, the Oaks of Menlo
College had something else in
mind. Menlo headed into their
season finale on Saturday with
a record of 1-8 overall and 1-4
in conference play. Menlo's
only victory of the season came
on October 6th against Lewis
& Clark in a 51-14 blowout.
Menlo won the coin toss and
decided to start the game with
the ball. After a three-minute,
6 play drive, sophomore running back Shaun Souza (San
Jose, Calif.) ran in the first of
his five touchdowns of the day
to put the Oaks up 7-0. After
two unsuccessful attempts by
the Loggers to even the score,
Menlo put another seven on
the board on a pass to freshman
wide receiver Brad Wilkinson
(Oakhurst, Calif.). However,
the Loggers finally answered
on the next drive. After the
stagnant rushing game could
not move the ball, sophomore
uarterback Spencer Crace
ilsonville, Ore.) went to
the air, connecting with junior
tailback Silas Paul (Portland,
Ore.) on a 43-yard touchdown
pass. After an extra point from
senior Mike Griffith (Freedom,
Calif.), the Loggers were only
down seven. However, Menlo
scored the only other touchdown of the half, putting the
Oaks up 21-7 as both teams
took a break from the hot
California sun. At halftime, it
was apparent that something
was wrong with the visiting
squad. The team was tired and
not used to the warm weather.
However, the Loggers would
attempt to battle adversity and
have a strong second half.
The first drive of the second
half
good for UPS, with
411 Paullooked
finding ample room to
run through his offensive line.
However, on the fifth play of the
half, Griffith fumbled the ball
and turned it over to the Oaks.
Souza rushed for another score
on the ensuing drive, putting

•

•

•
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his team up 28-7. It seemed
as though this was the nail
in the coffin for the Loggers,
however two drives later, senior
safety Matt Vanek (Pocatello,
ID) returned an interception
55 yards to the Menlo 20 yard
line. This set the offense up
nicely, and the Loggers scored
on a 13-yard pass from Crace
to senior wide receiver Eddie
Behringer (Seattle, Wash.).
After a missed extra point attempt by Griffith, the Loggers
headed into the fourth quarter
trailing 28-13. The game was
still within reach, the Loggers
just needed to find their groove
once again.
The Oaks were the first
to score in the final quarter
as freshman kicker Kainoa
Lemke (Kauai, HI) booted
a 43-yard field goal through
the uprights, breaking his own
school record by one yard. On
the next possession, the Loggers failed to move the ball and
turned it over to the Oaks on
a fumble by Crace. The Oaks
capitalized on the mistake and
Souza found the end zone
again on a 17-yard touchdown
reception. After another fumble by the Loggers, the Oaks
scored again, as Souza scored
for the fifth and final time of
the game. Final score: Puget
Sound 13, Menlo College 45.
The Loggers met Sunday
and searched for answers as to
how this happened. A team
they should have easily beaten
handed them their second worst
loss of the season. The answers
were in the mental mistakes.
The Loggers fumbled 6 times,
handing 5 of them over to the
other team. Crace was intercepted twice and the offensive line gave up 4 sacks that
afternoon. The Loggers will
work hard this week in practice
as they head into their final
of the season against the
Whitworth Pirates at home on
Whitworth
Saturday at 1 p.m. The Pirates
clinched their second consecutive Northwest Conference
title last week, as they defeated
the Linfield Wildcats 10-6 in
Spokane, Wash. The Loggers
will flush the contest at Menlo
and prepare for the seniors' final game at Baker Stadium.
-Brian A. Ames' middle name
doesn't start with an A, he just has
a stutter.

•
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Sophomore Spencer Crace and the Loggers were stopped cold.

18th ranked team missed the cut

By Zack Stoddard
zstoddard@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS men's soccer team
did all it could to put itself in
a position to earn a spot in the
NCAA Championship last
weekend, but did not earn an
at-large bid to this year's tournament. The Loggers (15-3-1,
10-3-1 NWC) picked up wins
at George Fox and Pacific to
round out the regular season,
finishing third in the Northwest
Conference behind Whitworth
(14-3-1, 12-2-0 NWC) and
cross-town rivals Pacific Lutheran (13-6-1, 11-2-1 NWC).
Every conference champion
earns an automatic bid into the
NCAA Championship, while
16 others can earn an at-large
bid nation-wide.
As usual, the conference was
extremely competitive this
season. Amazingly, 6 of the
8 NWC teams had an overall
winpercentage of over 50%
(UPS led the conference with
81.6%).
Head coach Reece Olney
was well aware of the competitiveness.
"We know that you usually

won't win the conference title
if you lose 3 games," he said.
The Loggers' 3 losses came
at the hands of Pacific, Whitworth, and Whitman.
Unfortunately, the Loggers'
impressive reputation preceded
them this season.
Olney said, "Because our
program has had such a long
history of competing at the top
of the NWC we are a target for
every other team. We always
get the other team's 'best game'
every time we play. That is an
honor but also it puts a great
amount of responsibility on
our players to be at their best
all 1 9 times we play a regular
season game." After 14 seasons as head coach, Olney has
led the Loggers to 12 winning
records, including each of the
past 9 seasons.

Loggers 4 2 George Fox
-

Senior defender Andrew Hewitt (Monroe, Wash.) scored
his first goal of the season 1:55
into the match last Friday,
setting the tone for the rout.
Senior defensive midfielder
Taylor Hyde (Sandy, UT) and
freshman forward Kyle Benson (Lynnwood, Wash.) added
goals in the 20th and 26th minute

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ ABBY KAUFMAN
Junior Taylor Hyde's face describes how the team feels after being left out.

NBA Predictions
The Sleeper
Chicago Bulls. Chicago is,
pound for pound, the most
talented team in the Eastern
Conference. Some might argue
that the Celtics are the favorite
to win the East, but the only
team that boasts a full starting
lineup with a star and a group
of role players. Ben Wallace
can defend nearly any big man
in the league, and finally has
a high energy player to come
off the bench inJoaldm Noah.
Ben Gordon, Tyrus Thomas,
and Luol Deng have finally
come in their own, leaving all
talk of the Baby Bulls behind.
LeBron's Cavaliers don't have
enough talent to win the revamped Eastern Conference,
so don't be surprised if the
Bulls are still playing in June.

team has enough star power
to win the east or west should
they stay healthy. With a little
help from Rajon Rondo and
their bench, Boston could win
the East with little opposition.
The bench and Rondo are not
the only thing that Boston has
to worry about, as their coach,
Doc Rivers, is one of the worst
in the league. In the midst of
Boston's hype, people forget
that they had the worst record
in the I\MA last season, including an 18 game losing streak.
As far as I'm concerned, any
coach that can let that happen
is not really worth his salt. This
team still has a lot to overcome,
but if the Celtics can play as a
team and get some production
from their less than adequate
role players, they could sneak
in to the finals.

The Dark Horse To Win
It All

Standing At The Closed
Window

Boston Celtics. Kevin Garnett, Ray Allen and Paul Pierce
are all on the same team. This

Detroit Pistons. One of the
last teams playing team basketball, but their not enough tal-

respectively, giving the Loggers
a 3-0 lead at halftime.
The cushy lead allowed Olney
to play several of his reserves.
12 substitutes were used, including sophomore backup
goalkeepers Greg Saetrum
(Boise, ID) and Scott Macha
(Eugene, Ore). Saetrum was
the only keeper not to allow a
goal in the game.
George Fox scored at the
start of the second half, but
freshman defender Jackson
Lindeke (Minneapolis, Minn.)
responded with a goal of his
own 28 seconds later. The
Bruins rounded out the scoring
with a consolation goal in the
63rd minute.

Loggers 2 1 Pacific
-

The Loggers exacted revenge
for their loss to the Pacific Boxers on October 6th with a 2-1
victory in Forest Grove, Ore.
Senior forward Mark Conrad
(Seattle, Washington) scored
the first goal 6 minutes into the
match, but the quickgoal didn't
prevent the Loggers from having to battle for the win. The
Boxers leveled the score in the
52nd minute, but it was senior
defender Greg Swanson (University Place, Wash.) who had
the final say, scoring the winner with 2 minutes left in the
game.
Before the game, Conrad
had made the team's objective
clear.
The northwest conference is
one of the toughest on the west
coast and we are the team that
everyone wants to beat. Our
team is focusing on winning
the next game and finishing
up the season strong," he said.
"From then on it's out of our
hands."
Conrad was wearing the
jersey of jun
ior forward Alex
Lehecka (Burlington, Wash.),
who was injured.
', Zack Stoddard can't believe how
slighted the men's soccer team got.

CONT. FROM PAGE 14

ent or youth to compete with
the elite of the east anymore.
Cleveland Cavaliers.
The
Cav's have LeBron James, and
that's about it. Anderson Verejao was their top priority, and
he hasn't been signed back yet
and will likely play in Europe
this year. Unless they can get
some more talent around LeBron, Cleveland won't make it
past the conference semifinals.
Miami Heat. Dwayne Wade
is one of the best in the game,
but adding Ricky Davis was
a mistake. South Beach and
Ricky Davis are one of the worst
combinations in sports history.
Shag is getting less productive
and is no longer an elite player.
Miami got their championship,
but their days as an elite team
were short lived and now over.
-Vince Ghiringhelli still has faith
in the Sacramento Kings even f he
is the only one left. Beat LA./
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Northwest Conference Champions

Despite a loss on the final weekend, expectations are high
for what could be the best UPS women's soccer team ever
By Cole Hawes
Chawes@ups.edu
Sports Writer

lar to the first, was extended to
the full time allowed for a regular season game, double overtime. The match with the BoxRound 1: Saturday, November 11th, 11 a.m.
ers, however, did not go into
University of Puget Sound Loggers Vs. California Lutheran University
Despite their undefeated re- double overtime scoreless. The
cord, fhe UPS women's soccer Loggers opened the scoring in
Team Overview
team had not yet locked up the the 22nd minute with a goal by
Individual
Northwest Conference title Folsom, putting the Loggers
Regular Season
Janece Levian
goinginto this past weekends' up 1-O. The Boxers struck back
18-1-1
Led Northwest Conference in
play. their two final opponents immediately, tying the score
7 different categories
of the regular season, the Bru- in the very same minute with
League Record
6 Game Winning Goals
ins of George Fox University a rebound goal from fresh14-1-1
132 total shots (6.6 spg)
and the Boxers of Pacific Uni- man forward Ashley Kanda
45 total points (2.5 ppg)
versity, headed intol.ay this (Kaneohe, HI). Seven minutes
Home Record
21 goals (1.05 gpg)
weekend with clear objectives later, Pacific University senior
12-0
of ruining the Logger's perfect forward Meghan Fredette
season, possibly even causing
University of Puget Sound
(Vista,
Miscellaneous
them to
Trail
Offensive Player of the
Calif.)
Scoring Ratio
No goals came in the second half hit a lalose their
Year
Outscored Opponents 57-12
firm grip of the match, but the Loggers seem- ser shot
on the ingly went ahead in the fifth minute from 20
Kallie Wolfer
Shot on Goal Ratio
North- of-overtime when a corner kick from yards out
Led Northwest Conference in
518-141
west Con- junior midfielder Kandace Logan and into
2 different categories
ference (Tacoma, WA) was blasted into the the upper
NWC leader in goals allowed
2.5 PPG
women's net by Levien. The goal, however, right cor(0.5)
Allowed 0.6 PPG
soccer was canceled because of a foul called ner of the
Save Percentage: .841
champi- on the play.
Two Time NWC;r Defensive
Led NWC in shots (518)
net. The
onship.
Player Of the Week
equalizT h e
Honorable Mention Defensive
Led NWC in total goals (57)
ing foal
first game was played in New- came in the 43rd minute o the
Player of the Week
Led NWC in goals per game
berg, Ore, at the home of contest, with a shot from Gor(2.85)
the George Fox Bruins. The nick rebounding to Folsom,
University of Puget Sound
Bruins came into the contest who scored her second goal
Trail Defensive Player of the
Allowed fewest goals per game
with an 11-6-2 record, hold- of the game. No goals came in
Year
(12)
ing a steady third place in the the second half of the match,
Northwest Conference behind but the Loggers seemingly
Puget Sound and Whitworth. went ahead in the fifth minute
The game, which appeared to of overtime when a corner kick
be extremely close by the score, fromjunior midfielder Kanwas dominated by the women dace Logan (Tacoma, Wash.)
of Puget Sound. The Loggers was blasted into the net by
had a total of 30 shots, while Levien. The goal, however,
their defense held the Bruins was canceled because of a foul
to only 5 shots all game. The called on the play. The winning
Bruins game plan was to con- goal was kicked in by Kanda,
trol the offensive firepower of her second of the game, in the
the Loggers, and they did that 109th minute, giving the Logquite well. Junior forward Jan- gers their first defeat of the
ece Levien (Beaverton, Ore.) season, which followed their
had eleven shots (five on goal),
first
while
draw of
They will be playing the Cal Lutheran the seathe other UPS women's soccer team, trying to extend a son. The
top goal memorable season further into the play- weekscorers, offs. Should they emerge victorious, they end was
junior will play the victor of the game between obviASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ HOLDEN SAPP
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pointing
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Week
one for week and two-time honorable
nick (Portland, Ore.) and the women of Puget Sound, mention
Started every game in her
28 points in 20 games
UPS all-time leader in GPG
senior forward Adrienne Fol- but they did seal up the conFreshman season.
Started every game
som (Lakewood, Wash.) took ference title, assuring them a
six and four shots, respectively. spot in the playoffs.
Each had only one shot onoal
g
The next game to be played
apiece. As it was, both defe ns- by the Logger women's soccer
es played exceptionally well, team will be a playoff game,
and thematch went into over- scheduled for Friday, Novemtime, tied 0-0. After double ber 9, at 11 a.m. on the East
overtime the contest remained Field here, at the University of
scoreless and was concluded a Puget Sound. The East Field is
draw, successfully ruining the the soccer field situated behind
Logger's perfect streak of 18 both the softball field and the
games played and 18 victories. Memorial Fieldhouse. They
Despite this unfortunate set- will be playing the Cal Luback, with the draw the Log- theran womens soccer team,
gers gained enough points to trying to extend a memorable
remain far enough ahead of season further into the playWhitworth in conference to offs. Should they emerge viccapture their sixth straight torious, they will play the vicNorthwest Conference wom- tor of the game between UC
en's soccer championship.
Santa Cruz and Whitworth in
The second game of the the next round of the regional
weekend took place in Forest playoffs.
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Grove, Ore., against the PaKelly Anderson
Fiona Gornick
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cific University Boxers. Com-Cole Hawes combines the thrill
ing into the game, the Boxers
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Started every game in her
were tied for last place in the of horses, a man on fire and killing
2nd most assists on team (7)
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a
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in
to
one
Northwest Conference with
2-3 on place kicking
Fourth on team in Assists
2 goals, both game winning
Lewis and Clark, each holding exhilarating Trail sports article
Most shots on goal for attempts
a dismal record of two wins experience.
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and 13 losses. This game, simi-
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